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In mid-December, several mem.
hers of ACIR participated in a Moscow
conference with leaders from republics
Of the former Soviet Union to assist
them in their steps toward representa-
tive government, As we met, the dis-
mantling of the Soviet Union and the
establishment of the Commonwealth
of Independent States was occurring.
Within days, the Soviet flag was low-
ered. These were remarkable events,
and the %viet pafiicipants in the mtier-
ence came and went over three days.

It was not a heady or theatrical
agenda, Practical problems of govern.
ing in their republics and in the United
States were under discussion. At one
point, a passionate Russian exclaimed,
“Thank you for coming to teach us–
for coming to listen to us, for we are
surely not listening to each other and
that will be our curse.”

I pundered the institutional pro-
cessesby which American governments
hear matters in the state legislatures,
Congress, and local governments and
how elaborate—even perfuncto~–
the processes have become. We have a
ritual of public hearings, and yet, for all
our hcmings, we have stopped liitening.

Groups that represent the public,
private agencies, and other adv~tes
are frequently pointing a finger rather
than seeking a passage. Recently, in
discussions on environmental decision-

making before the ACIR, one group
asserted that federal regulators have
become adversarial; another argued
that the word “balance,” as applied to
the relation between environmental
protection and economic develop-
ment, is a code word for those who feel
that the pendulum has swung too far
toward environmentalism. Regardless
of the merits, it was clear that opposing
presenters had tuned each other out
and off. Shakespeare’s Hemy IV spoke
Ofthe me disease in his time, “It iSthe
dkease of not listening, the malady of
not marking, that I am troubled tithal.”

It may be that we can assert, “I
have heard it all before,” which I sus-
pect may be the rose. But hearing it all
before is not necessarily listening.
There is a certain quantum of courtesy
essential to public forums and a certain
self-dtipline necesmty to giving rar.
Jmt to hear is not to Iiiten. The burden
of listening is integral to representative
government and dem-tic institutions.

I marvel at how quickly business
and indust~ hear what cmrsumer pref-
erences are and how effectively they
respond. The intergovernmental sys.
tern in the United States could follow
their lead when trying to deal with mat-
ters of storer water runoff and storms
in people’s lives. In so doing, we do not
need a few more good lawmakers but
simply a few good listeners who will
start to trust that some other officials
put their hand to the square, took an
oath, and stand for election t~.

Oscar Wilde said that, “Listening
is a dangerous thing. If one listens one
may be convinced.” Some simple prac-
tices might help intergovernmental
America listen better.

= ‘Ikke a few notes on what the
other person is saying.

■ Avoid listening for what you
want to hear.

Concentrate on what is being
wid.

Hear the person out–don’t
jump to conclusions–making
no judgments until the person
is finished speaking.

Report back what was said,
This serves two pu~ose$ it
helps you liten and it contic~
the other party you in fact did
hear what he or she said.

People and groups may not always
get their way, but they deserve to have
their say.

Occasionally, when a distracted
look comes to my face in conversation
with my seven year old, she stops and
asks, “Daddy, are you there?” It works.
It brings me back to the matter at hand,
it ensures that I am listening. Periodi-
cally, I have been tempted to ask my
counterparts, and perhaps they me,
“ke you there?” Are you listening?

Doing the business of government
is not busywork and is not easy work. It
deserves the best thinking and atten-
tion of our times.

D. Michael Stewart
Salt Lake County Commissioner

Salt Lake City, Utah
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~CIR News

On the ACIR Agenda

The last meeting of the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations was held in Washington, DC,
on December 6, 1991. Following are
highlights from the agenda and Com-
mission actions.

Environmental Decisionmaking
ACIR has found that there is a

need to create effective intergover-
nmental procedures for equitably re-
solving the nation’s needs for environ-
mental protection and for continued.
economic and infrastructure develop-
ment. There are strongly held views on
both sides. The Commission convened
a panel to explore diverse views before
acting on the draft findings and policy
options of a forthcoming study on envi-
ronmental decisionmaking for state
and local public works projects.

The panel members made presen-
tations on “A Framework for Intergov-
ernmental Decisionmaking to Balance
the Nation’s Need for Environmental
Protection and Public Works.” Partici-

pating on the panel were Dinah Bear of
the Council on Environmental Quali-

V, Edward Osann of the National
WOdlife Federation, Robert ~nsing of
the Natiomvide Public Projects Coali-
tion; and Max Whitman of the AMeri.
can Public Works Association. (See
page 15 for panel highlights.)

Natinnal Water Resoures
Governance Review Commission

The Commission adopted a reso-
lution (see box below) recommending
creation of a National Water Re-
sources Governance Review Commis-
sion. The purpose of th~ resolution is
to build on a bdl pending in the U.S.
Senate to support the creation of a Na-
tional Water Resources Policy Study
Commission. The pending bill (S.1228)
is sponsored by Sen. Bill Bradley of
New Jersey, chairman of the Subcom-
mittee on Water and Power, and by
Sen. Mark O. Hatfield of Oregon. The
mmmission proposed in S.1228 would
be comprised of ten members from the

E
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Meetings
March 20, 1992
June 12, 192
September 18, 192
December 18, 1W2

water and appropriations committees
of Congress and members appointed
by the President, and would be empow-
ered to make comprehensive studies of
western water issues and to advise the
Secreta~ of the Interior.

The ACIR resuhrtion was devel.
oped by a senior advisory group on fed-
eral-state-local cooperation in water
governance that was established in
July. Co-chairs are Governor George
A. Sinner of North Dakota and Mayor
Robert M. Isaac of Colorado Springs.

The advisory group proposed that
a congressionally enacted commission
fucus on water governance issues na-
tionwide, that it have a 15.month ten.

Resolution of the Senior Advisory Group on Federal-State-Local Cooperation
in Water Governance Recommending Creation

of a National Water Resources Governance Review Commission

~EH, water resources issues are becuming increasingly important to the economic and environmental
health of the natio~

WJfE~, lack of integration of water resource res~nsihilities within the federal, state, and local governments,
and among governments, have become characteristic of the existing water governance structure

WJJEJfE,4Y,the states should be recognized as the pivotal governments in the federal system for integrating state
and federal programs and addressing interstate issues; and

~E@, restructuring intergovernmental governance of water resources witl require careful deliberations
among many governments and branches of governments, and among diverse water resource inter-
ests, users, professions, and service providers

NOW THE~FORE, BE IT~OLWD that the Resident and the Congrew eatablii an irrdeptmdent, temporary
National Water Resources Governance Retiew Com&lon to conduct a comprehensive study of all of
the mtion’s water governance structures, Wlicies, and progmms, and to make rammendations whhm
15 months to the President, the Congress, and the states concerning needed state and fedemt refomrs.

BE IT JfE,SOLWD, FURTHER, that the membership of the National Water Resources Governance Review
Commission be stmctured to broadly represent and consider the views of the executive and legisla-
tive branches of the federal, state, lB1, and tribal governments, as well as the nation’s agricultural,
environmental, commercial and industrial, ener~, and financiat sectors, among otheca.
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ure, that it be comprised of affected
constituencies, including gOvem-
ments, providers, financiers, and water
users, such as agricultural, commer-
cial, and tidustrial sectors, and that it
consider a pivotal role for states in wa-
ter governance. The resolution has
been sent to the members of relevant
congressional committees.

Mail Order Sales Update

The Commission authorized pub-
lication of State Ta.mtion of Interstate
Mail Order Sales: Estimates of Rsvenue
Potential, 1990-1992 (M-179) as an in-
formation report.

On September 20,1985, the Com-
mission recommended to the Congress
that legislation be enacted to offset the
Supreme Court’s National Bellas Hess
decision by requirisrg mail order ven-
dors to collect state use taxes on inter-
state sales delivered in any state irr
which the vendor engaged in regular or
systematic sales solicitation. The Com-
missions recommendations, the dis-
sent from the recommendations, and
the staff study were published irr April
19% as State and Local Tation of
Out-of-State Mail Order Sales (A-105).
The revenue potential estimates were
updated for 1985, 1986, and 19S8 in a
1987 staff irrformation report, Wimutc.r
of R-e Pot&”dfiom State Ttiion of
Out-of-State Mail Ordw SaJB.

ACIR has revised the estimates in
light of the Supreme Court’s decision
to hear Quill Corporation v. North Da-
kota this year. ~is case provides an

OPPOfi~nity for the Court to review its
rrdmg m Nattanal Bells.r Hess.

Commission
Reappointments

President George Bush has reap.
pointed Debra Rae Aaderson, deputy
assistant to the President and director
of the Office of Intergovernmental Af-
fairs at the White House, and Mary
Ellen Joyce, senior regulatory analyst
for the American Petroleum Institute,
to two-year terms.

ACIR Preemption Bill

On November M, Sen. Carl Levin
of Michigan, an immediate past mem-
ber of ACIR, irrtroduced the “Preemp
tion Clatilcation and Information Act
of 1991” (S.2080) with cosponsor Sen.
Dave Durenberger, a current ACIR
member. The bill is based on legisla-

tion recommended by the Commission
at its June 1991 meetirrg.

Hawkins Addresses
IGA Officers

Robert B. Hawkins, Jr., chairman
of ACIR, addressed intergovernme-
ntalaffairs officers of federal executive
agendes at a white House meeting on
D~mbcr 4,1991. He dm~ the im-
pacts of fcderat mandates, regrdation,
arrd preemption on state mrd local gov-
ernments sad citizen Seti-govemanm.

Local Partnership Act
Hearings

In October 1991, Commission
members ‘fkd Weiss, Craig Thomas,
and Donald Payne were prominent
participants irr U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives hearings on H.R. 3601, “The
Local Partnership Act of 1991,” before
Representative Weiss’ Sutimmittee
on Human Resources and lntergovem-
mental Relations of the Committee on
Government Operations.

Skinner to White House
Once agaisr, an ACIR member has

moved to the White House. Forrrrer
Secretaq of ‘Itansportation Samuel K.
Skinner was appointed Chief of Staffby
President George Bush on November
~ 1991.Skirmer succeeded John Smru-
nu, former vice chairman of ACIR.

ACIR in Moscow

From September 28-October 6,
Vivian E. Watts, principal investigator
for ACIR’S criminal justice study, trav-
eled to Moscow as part of an exchange
delegation on “Perestroika and Feder-
alism Criminal Justice,” sponsored
jointly by the Brookings Institution and
the Atlantic Council.

From November 11-16, John Km-
caid, ACIR’S executive director, partic-
ipated with a delegation of federal,
state, and local officials irI a series of
Mnsultations with officials of the
Union government, several republics,
the Moscow city government, the Mos-
~W abhr.rt, several autonomous re-
gions, and a collective farm. ‘fire
American delegation was led by former
long-time ACIR member, Sen. Ed-
mund S. Muskie. The project was orga-
nti by the American Committee on
U.S.-Soviet Relations, Washington, DC.

On December 16-21J,ACIR mem-
bers John Ashcroft, Robert M. Isaac,
and D. Michael Stewart, as well as

John Kirrcaid, participated with other
federal, state, and local officials isr a
conference on “Federalism and Power.
Sharirrg” held at the Foundation for So-
M arrd ~fitical Studies irrM-w. me
foundation is headed by MM Gorbn-
chev. The project was organized by ‘Ilre
Irrterrratioml Center, Washington, DC.

New Staff Member

Patricia Pride has joined the staff
as a senior policy analyst in the Gov-
ernment Policy Research section. For
the past 13years, Ms. Pride was direc-
tor of government relations for the
Connecticut-based Financial Ac-
counting Standards Board and the
Governmental Accounting Stan-
dards Board. She will be working on
ACIR’S water governance, environ-
mental decisionmaking, and national
drought planning studies.

Former ACIR Member Dies

Wdliam O. Beach of ‘Iknnessee, a
member of ACIR from 1966-68 and
1978-80, died November 26, 1991, of
complications from Hodgkin’s Dis-
ease. He had served irr marry positions
irr county government from 1953 to
1982, when he retired. In addition to
sewing on ACIR, Judge Beach had
been president of the National Associ-
ation of Counties and the National As-
sociation of Regional Councils.

State ACIRS

The 1991 Minnesota Legislature
created an ACIR, which replaces the
Governor’s Advisory Council on
State-L-l Relations as the recog-
nized state counterpart to the U.S.
ACIR. One of the prirnarydutiesof the
new Mirmesota group is to devise a sys-
tem for distributing state aid derived
from a dedicated sales tax.

ACIR Staff Member
Directs Risk Study

Bruce D. McDowell, ACIR’S di-
rector of Government Policy Research,
recently chaired a committee on the
subject of risk appraisal ia the develop-
ment of facility design criteria. The
committee, convened by the Building
Research Board at the request of the
Federal Construction Council, com-
pleted its work in 1991. Its fiil report,
Usss of Ri.dr &ysi.r to Achiw Bafwed
SafQ iIIBuilding Dr.rign rrnd O~rotiom,
~ pubhhd in D=mber by the Na.
tlonal Academy Press.



Reinventing
Surface

Transportation:
New

Intergovernmental
Challenges

Bruce D. McDowell

On November 27, 1991, Congress passed a
new Internrodal Surfme Transportation Eficiency
Act (RL. 102-240). The President signed it into
law on December 18,1991. This is landmark Leg-
islation. It is the first post-Interstate
reauthorization of the federal highway and
transit programs, and it makes big changes in
the programs and in the intergovernmental mla-
tionsldps srrmunding them.

The act was the product of more than five years of studies
and attempts at consensus building by the govcmment and
numerous interest groups, plus a highly regarded strategic
plan prepared by the Secreraty of Tiansprtation with strong
sup~rt from the Resident, Despite all of this preparation,
striking differences in approach developed between the M-
Ministration, the House of Representatives, and the Senate.
~ese differences threatened to ~uttlc the whole Iegi.slativc
effott in 1991,until the propowl finally was viewed as a pliti.
cal “must” jobs biIl essential to getting the economy moving
again. This new statute was practically the last measure
passed as Congress left tow for the year,

As important as the new jobs will be in the short run,
the lasting significance of this legislation is likely to be its
far-reaching refom of the intergovernmental system. It
includes major grant refoms, unprecedented funding flexi.
bility, “reimbursement” for some entio”me”tal mandates,
real clout for the larger metropolitan planning organiza-
tions, and requirements for a whole new style of
“performance” planning.

Thii m’title, based on a quick rcadmg of the long and
mmplm text of the law, highlights the key reforms that sem
to be intended, and the imprtsncc of the regulations to be
written in 1992,along with some other follow-up actions that
til be nece~ty to turn these reforms into reality.

Key Intergovernmental Reforms
Very little in the surface transportation programs

goes unchanged by this law. The Intermodai Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act:

■

■

m

■

■

■

■

Provides a longer authorization period than usual
(six years instead of five) at an annual average
increase of 28 percent in the level of spending
($151 billion total uver the six years);

Places new emphasis on transit by doubling its
authorized funding and opens the possibility for
other funds to be shifted to transit

Replaces the four existing federal-aid highway
systems with one–the 155,01HI-mile National
Highway System, wbicb includes the 44,MH1-mile
Interstate system and other major roads still to
be designated largely from existing federal-aid
highway$

Creates a new multimodal surface transportation
block grant, with substantial funds allmted by
formula to urbanized areas of 2f)0,Ci)0population
or more, and project selections detemined by the
metropolitan planning organizations.

Provides $1billinn per year for the next sixyears in
competitive grants for projects in the nation’s
most congested and air polluted “nonattainment”
areas to help remedy those mnditiony

Requires the metropolitan transportation plans to
be consistent with the newly enhanced and much
more effective plans of state and regional air
quality agencies;

Authorizes transfers of funds between most
surface transportation programs in response to
state or metropolitan requests, and provides for a
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■

■

■

■

uniform nonfederal match of funds among most
programs to avoid biasing state and 1-1 choices
in the use of fundy

Directs that tbe fiscal capacity of recipients be
considered in establishing the nonfederal match
for cectain f~ed guideway transit capital invest-
ment grants;

Channels the metropolitan planning funds from
the transit programs through the states for the
first time;

Requires statewide transportation plans, for the
first time, in addition to metropolitan plans, which
have been required since 1%2;

Specifies a new style of potentially more effective
“performance” planning by the states and the
metropolitan planning organimtions, including
reliable systems for managing and monitoring
federal-aid highway pavement maintenance,
bridge maintenance on and off federal-aid high-
ways, highway safety, traffic congestion mitiga-
tion, transit facitity and equipment maintenance,
and intecmodal transportation facility provision,
maintenance and operations; and increases sup-
porting research, development, statistical, educa-
tion, and training services, including creation of a
new National Sm’face ‘ftanspoc’tation R&D Plan,
Bureau of ~anspmtation Statistics, National
Highway Institute, Office of Intermcdalism, and
Transit Cooperative Research Program, compara-
ble to the long- standing National Cooperative
Highway Research Program.

Effects on Intergovernmental Relations
There are two primary intergovernmental effects of

these changes. One is to expand the traditional feder-
al-state partnership into a much broader federal-state-lo-
cal partnership. The other is to significantly reinvent the
metropolitan planning organizations (MPOS) in ufian
areas with populations of 2W,000 or more.

The Federal-State Partnership
Becomes Federal. State. Local

The federal-aid highway progcam, which remains the
centerpiece of this new act, was one of the first cash grant
programs offered by the federal government. It originated
in 1916, and has been almost ~clusively a federal-state
partnership. Lml government involvement in the high-
way and transit programs began in the early 1960s when a
major focus on national urban policy began to develop. But
primary decisionmaking authority for most highways re-
mained with the states through 1S91. Only the relatively
small federal-aid utian highway system and certain pnr-
tions of the recently declining transit programs were under
sign~lcant local control.

Whh the new act, a substantial portion of the smface
trans~ctation block grant, most of the expanded transit
programs, and the air pullution/mngestion mitigation
funds are under growing local control in tbe larger, more
congested, and severely pnlluted metropolitan areas. In

addition, the new funding flexibOity invites the metropoli-
tan planning organizations to request transfers of funds
from the National Highway System for more productive
uses within their multimodal surface transportation
systems. The stage is set for real bargaining between state
and metropolitan agencies.

Atthough this shift to local mntrol has been evolving
through a long, stow prmss, the cument step@ potentially,
vecy signflcant. It could vastly change relationships
between state departments of transportation, governors,
and local governments, and it witl undoubtedly put
signflcant new pressures on the metropolitan planning
organizations to perform effectively. There is added
emphasis on the governor, as distinct from the state
transportation department, in an effort to recognize that
transportation issues should not be separate from ah
quality, water pollution, and community development kues.

Understandably, the state departments of transporta-
tion resisted the new steps toward IH1 control. Conse-
quently, the act requires mnsultation and ordination
between the state and metropolitan organizations, and
MPO recertification every three years. The governor must
approve the MPO’S transportation improvement program
(TIP) for the organimtion to be federally certified.

The Question of Metropolitan Competence

me unanswered question as this partnership e~ands
to include local governments more directly, concerns the
competence of the metropolitan planning organizations tu
pecform in this new arena. This is a complex issue that in-
cludes questions of technical competence, political compe-
tence, and boundaries.

Many of the larger MPOS have good technical
competence, but ponr re~rds of political effectiveness.
With most MPO plans being adviso~ untit now, many have
been ignored in important respects the real political
agreements about implementation issues frequently have
been reached outside of the MPO forum.

Technical Capacity. The 19S0s also brought some
losses of regional council and MPO capacity. Many uf the
smaller organhtions lost direct access to federal funding,
and most MPOS that were regional councils, regardless of
their size, also lost other federal planning funds for such
related tasks as prepacing land use, development, and
housing plans (Department of Housing and Develop-
ment), as well as wastewater treatment and air quality
plans (Environmental Protection Agency). Even those
MPOS and regional councils that continued to receive fed-
eral highway and transit planning funds through the 19S0s
usually got less and were unable to aquice fresh data and
update their analytical computer models. With the “per-
formance” planning required by the law, new t~es of per-
formance and benefit-cost data will be needed. There may
be a substantial need to rebuild technical planning capacity
in many MPOS, whether they are regional councils or not.

PoliticalCapacity.The need to build political capacity
will be a major challenge. This kind of capacity generally
has been assumed to emerge automatically from the MPO
membership, which includes (theoretically) all local gov-
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emments and tmn~rtation agencies in the metropolitan
area plus representatives of the state department of transpor-
tation. Bu4 as long as the W plans have remained adviso-
SY,they have not been considered and debated seriously by au
of the principal potieymakers. The adopted ptans generstly
have been more in the nature of technical documents explor-
ing ptiilties rather than potitieal dtilon documents.

Under the new act, the intent seems to be that these
plans will mnstitute solid, unavoidable political commit-
ments to the means by which, and the schedule by which,
congestion will be reduced, bridges and pavements witl be
maintained in gti repair, air quatity requirements witl be
achieved, and safety gords will k met. Tlrat mmmitment
should & expected to transform the seriousness with which
these plans are prepared, debated, and adopted. ‘Ilrese plans
will allucate federal and other transportation funds and guide
reguktory actions by a wide variety of locat and state agencies
in the land development and environmental fiel@ if they ace
to have any chance at all of achieving their proposes. Annual
perfomm monitotig alsu is required.

Boundaries. Despite the “metropolitan” in their name,
MPO boundaries have always been defined by the usuatly
much smatter “rnbanized areas” of the U.S. Census Bureau.
Atthough there is a protilon atlowing the 21J-ymr~ected
growth of the urbaniied area to be enmmpassed within the
MPO hmrdary, that is a debatable proposition.

At the same time, air quality regions and general
pu~se regional planning districts often are larger. They
frequently use the metropolitan area boundaries estab-
lished by Census. The 1991 act requires that MPO regions
encompass the whole air quality region in nonattainment
areas. This requirement may suggest changing some MPO
boundaries and memberships, and redesignating them
through a difficult potitical process involving the governor
and local officials. me 1991 act authorizes local gover-
nments to initiate a request for redesignation through the
governor, but it also allows existing MPOS to continue
operating with less fomal means of providing for
participation by officials in the qanded area.

There is atw another boundaty question. From the fmt
MPO requirement in 1%2 until about 1984, a singte MPO
w required for each metro~titan arq whether interstate
or within a singte state. mere are 52 interstate metropolitan
ar+ including many of the targmt ones (New York,
Phtidelphia, Washington, DC, Cbieago, Saint kus Mem-
PKN CincisrmtL and Kansas City). Siice 1984, wme
interstate and wme targe single-state metro~fitan areas
have created multiple MPOs, often baaed on aingte counties.

The new requirement that, where multiple MPOS
tist within a single metropolitan area or within a
consolidated metropolitan area, the governors and local
officials of the areas must provide some means of
coordinating MPO activities and plans. There are several
approachestodoing this, but their effectiveness is uncertain
and variable. whether this eoor’dination requirement will
have a signifiit -g on the continuing ccfibication of
MPOS is an *e that desewes mme thought.

The 1991 act allows state laws creating MPOS or
regional wuncifs to override certain apecflcs of MPO
structure provided for in federal law.

The Importanceof Regulations

How all of these intergovernmental reforms will work
will have to be spelled out in federal regulations. ‘ftrus, we
can expect 1592 to be every bit as sign~leant as 1991 for
establishing these landmark intergovernmental reforms.

The chief issues witl be in metropolitan areas viith
populations over ~,~, and will revolve around the roles of
the reinvented MPOs. These MPOS witl have to estabtish
new relationships with state departments of tmnspmtation
and other MPOS in their ow area, as welt as much stronger
participation and wmnritment by their own member gover-
nments,and closer, indeed operational, working relationships
with environmental and tand development regotatoca.

These new relationships probably witl require legisla-
tion in many states. For ample, the need for effective
congestion management systems strongly suggests state
growth management legislation, especially in air quality
nonattainment areax such legislation exists in only abut a
hatf-dozen states. Interrelating metropolitan air quality
and transportation regions is another potential issue that
could be eased by state legislation.

Obviously, there is no single best way of meeting all of
the new requirements in the 1991 Intermodd Su~ace
TrWrtutiorrEflci~ Act. ‘fbu$ the main point to k made
about titing the implementing refutations is the need to
retain fttiity whale pcovidmg guidanm. For example, new
county mngestion management agencies setup in Caliiomia
fottowing a voter initiative has been su~ested by some
fedecat officials as a potentiat “way to go.” But much longer
standing progmms in Ftorida, Oregon, Marytand, and a few
other PWS have suktantiat tick rati% and might be
better wsfi to go, at lw.st in wme states.

One way to bring forward more of these possibitities
would be for the U.S. Department of ~ansportation to
tiltiate a negotiated ndemaking process involving MPOS,
state transportation departments, transit authorities,
environmental and land development regulators, and
others, under authority of the Negotiated RulemakingAct of
1990. In such a process, the affected parties could sit down
together before any regulations are dmfted and esplore
the variqus approaches that should be authorized and
facilitated by the regulations.

A negotiated ndemaking process undoubtedly also
would show that regulations alone will be insufficient to
make these radically new intergovernmental refomrs
work. It could be e~ected to bring forth a rich agenda of
research, technology transfer, technical assistance, educa-
tion, and training suggestions essential to implementing
the new act. Chief among these suggestions are Iiiely to be
projects in support of instructive political dynamics in the
new MPOS, and projects needed to help establish the
intricate intergovernmental relationships that will be
essential to developing the newly required “management
systems.” With less urgency, perhaps, but of equal interest
might be the question of bow to make best use of the
smaller MPOS that will have considerably less support and
less clout than the larger ones, and how to use the regional
planning councils that are quite common in non-
metropolitan areas where the new act requires states to

(continued on page 18)
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Taxation
of Interstate

Mail-Order
Sales

Henry A. Coleman

b
1

hould interstate mail-order firms be re-
quired to collect taxes on sales to residents in
states that le~ a sales tax? The U. S. Supreme
Court ruled on tlds issue in a 1967 decision, Na-
tional EeUas Hess v. Illinok Department of Revenue.’
In that case the Court held that out-of-state
mail-order firms could not be compelled to collect
state (and local) sales taxes unless the firm had a
nexus with the State.z Nexus, as determined by the
Cors@ meant a physical presence.

Economic and technological circumstances have changed
significantly since 1%7. Aa a result, many states believe
that Bells.r Hess is obsolete. Several states have sought to
require out-of-state mail-order firms to collect “use” tases
on sales to residents within the state.] The U. S. Supreme
Court has agreed to hear Quill Corporation v. North Dakota
this term, thereby revisiting the issue of taxing interstate
mail-order sales.

This article reviews the major issues involved in
requiring out-of-state firms to collect state and lncal sales
taxes, and the revenue potential if such collections were
required. The discussion assumes no changes irr current
federal statutes pertaining to state taxation of out-of-state
mail-order sales. Legislation to clarify and extend the
states’ authority to require sales tax collection by
out-of-state retailers doing business in states where they
have no physical presence was recently introduced in the
House by Rep. Jack Brooks. Aa a result of disagreements
among representatives of direct marketing fins, state
governments, and local governments over the distribution
of 1-1 taxes and other matters, no bill was reported out of
committee.4 However, there also are concerns that federal
legislation to outline conditions under which states can tax
interstate mail-order sales may actually lead to intrusions
by the Congress in other areas of state taxing authority.’

Belfas Hess

At the time of the Court decision, National Bellas
Hess was a retailer of wearing apparel with sizable sales in
Illinois. Despite the scale of its retail activity in Illinois,
National Bellas Hess had no offices, warehouses, agents,
other tangible property, telephone listings, or advertise-
ments in the state. The Court held, therefore, that:

. . . if the power of Illiiois to impose use tas brrdens
upn Natioml were upheld, tbe resulting inrpedi-
ments upon the free conduct of its irrtemtate brrsi-
ness would h neither imaginary nor remote. For if
Illiioia can inr~sc such burdens, an can every other
state, and w, indeed, cars every mrmicipatity, evecy
~hool d~trict, and every other political au~l~lon
throughout the nation with power to impose sales
and use ties. The many variations in rat= of tax, in
allowable exemptions, and in administrative and re-
cordkeeping requirements mrdd entangle Nation-
al’s intemtate businex in a virtual welter of compli-
cated obligations to Incal ju~lctions tith no
legitimate claim to inrpnse “a fair share of the cIJsts
of the lml govemment.”6

The Court’s decision rests in part on the Cnmmerce
Clause, which allows the Congress tn override state imped-
iments to interstate commerce, and partly on the Due Pro-
cess Clause, which requires a quid pro quo. mat is, a state
must provide services that are used by the out-of-state
mail-order firer.) Thus, a mail-order firm must have a mini-
mum physical presence and benefit from semima provided
by the state before it can be compelled to collect use taxes,
according to the Court. In addition, the Court was very
concerned about the burdens that would be imposed on
firms by the costs of compliance if each state (and the thou-
sands of local governments with sales tax authority but
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widely varying rate structures and base definitions) imposed
mllection requirements on mti-order fins. Therefore, the
Coufi ruled that an out-of-state mail-order firm cannot bc re-
quired by a state to cIJOecttaxes on roles to residents of a state
that haa a =Ies tas unless the firm has a nexus.

Base Erosion

This restriction on the ability of states and localities to
require out-of-state firms to collect roles taxes results in a
SignIl~nt revenue loss for two reasons. First, the size of
the mail-order indrrstty has grown considerably. Although
estimates vary, =te Herber reports that the mail-order
industty grew from $2.4 billion in 1%7 to $183 billion in
1989.7The second reasun is that sales tax rates generally
have increased. According to the National Govemocs’
Association (NGA), 18 states have increased tbe rates on
their sales and use tax since 1988.6Bcfrrre addressing the
subject of the amount of revenue pntential that could
result if this sales-tm base erosion was halted, several of
the major iaaues -ted with the taxation of interstate
malacder sales are considered, including rims, equity and
efticien~, mmpliance costs, and state tig authority.

Nexus

What constitutes nexus in determining whether an
out-of-state firm should be required to collect roles taxes?
States crmtend that the concept of “physicat” presence is
obsolete, and should give way to the expanded nexus
concept of “economic” presence. NGA identtiles three
general classes of legislation in this area. Mail-order firms
are required to collect use taxes ti

1. They engage in a regular or systematic solicitation
of sales in a state;

2. Their solicitation of sales in a state is substantial
and recurring; and

3. They benefit from the use of state services or
institutions.q

A few examples are illustrative. First, in Vemront,
“companies with gross sales over $50,000 and all mail-or-
der companies having offices, stores, or cuntracts in the
state are required to register with the tax department and
begin collecting and paying sales taxes.’’” New York State
requires maif-order firms that regularly or systematically
solicit business in New York to mllect tbe use tax. Regular
ur systematic solicitation is defined as “more than $300,~
in gross receipts and more than 100 sales during the last
four quarters. A seller who meets this statuto~ thresh-
old would be required to mllect use tm— even if it has no
additional connections with New York.”L1

Connecticut’s attempt at expanding its nexrrs concept
was rebuffed by the state’s supreme court in 1991, and the
U.S. Supreme Comt refused to hear the case on appeal.
The case involved SFA Folio Collections, Inc., a New York-
based mail-order firm affiliated with Saks Fifth Avenue.
The Connecticut Department of Revenue advanced a
‘<single enterprise” theory, which held that SFA Folio
shared a cu~orate name, logo, and other features with
Saks Ftith Avenue. Because Saks established a physiml
presence in Stamford, Connecticut, SFA Folio should be

viewed as sharing the Saks nws in Connecticut under the
single enterprise themy. As noted above, this Iiie of
rcawnirrg was rejected by the Connecticut Supreme COmt.12

The cuncept of expanded nexus has been upheld by
lower courts in Tennessee and by the Supreme Court of
North Dakota. These two states employ similar concepts of
e~anded nexus

anyone who engages in the regular or system-
atic solicitation of a consumer market in this state
by the distribution of catalogs, periodicals, adver-
tising fliers, or other advertising, or by means of
print, radio, or television media. . ..’3

The Tennessee court also addressed several other is-
sues raised in Be//as Hess. First, it argued that modem cum-
puter technoloW has lessened, if not eliminated, concerns
about compliance costs, even for small firms. Second, the
need to dispose of catalog and other advertising material
distributed into the state by Blwmingdale’s By Mail and by
SFA Folio (the mail-order companies that filed suit in the
two Tennessee cases) meant that the state provided refuse
collection and landfill secvices. Finally, the state success-
fully argued that the mail-order companies received fire
and police protection on their personal property shipped
into the state before actual delivery to the customer and
during the period when the customer had the option of re-
turning the gocds purchased.”

The case before the U.S. Supreme Court involves
North Dakota. In deciding whether the Quill Corporation
(a mmpany incuqrorated in Delaware, with principal
operations located in Illinois, and no offices, workers,
telephone listings, or advertisements in North Dakota)
shOuld collect the use tas in North Dakota, the state’s
supreme coufi held that

. the concept of nexus encompasses more than
mere physical presence within the state, and that
the determination of nexus should take into con-
sideration all mnnections between the out-of-state
seller and the state, all benefits and opportunities
provided by the state, and should stress economic
realities rather than ardficial benchmarks.ls

In general, mail-order firms reject the above argu-
ments in favor of expanded nexus. In briefs filed with the
U.S. Supreme Court, the Quill Corporation succinctly
characterizes tbe counter argument in noting that,

the national application of the North Dakota
decision would result in unconstitutionally bur-
densome and discriminatory obligations on
out-of-state mail order companies and would re-
place the long-standing “brigbt line” physical
presence test with a confusing standard that
would hamper tax planning and compliance.ic

Equityand Economic Efficiency
Which firms should be required to collect roles taxes

where fairness is the overriding concern? There are
several aspects to the fairness issue. F[rst, out-of-state
companies that are not required to mllect sales taxes will
have a competitive advantage over in-state retailers. As
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observed by the U.S. Adviso~ Commission on Intergov-
ernmental Relations (ACIR),

~ advantages for out-of-state vendors distort
cnnsumer detilons and enmutage expansion of the
mail-order industry relative to other types of retaif
suppliers. In equity terms, the amount of wles and
usc ~ paid by a particular mnsumer should not de-
pend on his or her choice between an h-state retaif-
er and an out-of-state maif order supplier.’7

However, out-of-state retailers argue that they should
be exempt from collecting state sales taxes because they
have no voice in determining those taxes. In this variant of
the “no tsxation withuut representation” argument,
mail-order companies contend that it is unfair to force
them to perform as fiscal agents of a jurisdiction when they
are not allowed to participate in policymaking in the juris-
diction. Direct marketing firms also contend that they do
not enjoy an economic competitive advantage because
their total purchase price includes a charge for shipping
and handling, which may exceed the amount of sales tax in
question.” Finally, many argue that it would be unfair to
impose collection requirements on small firms that may
not have the flexibility or resources to contend with them.
As a result of this concern, several proposnls for excluding
firmS below a certain size have been considered, in the
event that the authority to require mail-order firms to col-
lect =Ies taxes is upheld. However, some members of
ACIR take exception to this line of reasoning in arguing
that if a citizen

. . . should not be able to evade a ssles tax by pur-
chasing from a large mail order firm rather than
from the local merchant, then neither should [a
citizen] be able to evade the tax by buying from a
small mail order firm rather than a large one.lg

Overall, ACIR sums up the equity and efficiency concerns
as follows

Economic efficien~ implies that consumers
should be choosing suppliers on the basis of total
cnsts and benefits, taking into awunt tranwction
ensts, services, price, etc., but should not be in-
duced to select a supplier by tax differences.’”

Compliance Cnsts

As noted earlier, the compliance costs associated with
the collection of state and local sales taxes by ont-of-state
mail-order companies were a major consideration in the
Bellas Hess decision. Afthough sales tax rate strictures and
base definitions vary significantly among the 45 states (and
the District of Columbia) that impose the tax, much of the
concern about compliance costs is related to lncal sales
taxes.

While it is easier to accommodate a collection re-
quirement in states like California and Virginia,
wbicb have uniform and universal local tsxes, it is
more difficult in states where the local tax is not
universal, not at uniform rates, or not even on the
same base. It is also more difficult to comply with

and to administer an interstate use tax where the
local sales tax is locally administered.z’

According to ACIR, 6,155 lncal governments levied sales
taxes in 1990, down from 8,814 in 1989.22

Today, companies with interstate operations must deal
with a myriad of state (and local) statutes and regulations,
ranging from banking and credit conditions to environ-
mental provisions related to product packaging, Informa-
tion on sales taxes would be far more readily available and,
quite likely, much easier to implement. Those who place
less significance on compliance cnsts as an obstacle to
out-of-state retailers collecting sales taxes argue that even
small in-state firms manage to deal with the variations and
complications. Moreover, enhancements in mndern com-
puter technology have lowered the administrative and
compliance costs of collecting sales taxes since the Bel[as
Hess decision in 1%7. Several states help defray com-
pliance costs by providing fees (flat amounts or a
percentage of collections) to vendors. In addition, exempt-
ing firms below a certain size or establishing a uniform
state-l-l rate are other options aimed at reducing
compliance costs.

However, the issue should not be so readily dismissed
in light of the potential magnitude of administrative costs
and problems in determining how those costs arc to bc
distributed. me Quill Corporation has estimated that it
would spend “at least $500,000 in administrative expenses
to collect wles taxes nationally and return the revenue tn
state and local govemments.”23 It is not clear how such
costs would vary by the size, type, or location of a
mail-order firm. In addition, in many instances, consumers
would be required to calcnlate the amonnt of sales tax duc
on a purchase. Sufveys conducted by the National Education
Gnsls Panel found that many adult Americans were unable
to “calcukte the cnsts of a number of items they fiiled out on
an order form? ’24The additional reaponslbii~ of mmputing
sIes taxes due would mmpound the difficulty for many
customers. If mistakes were made by a consumer in
determining the amount of sales taxes due on a purchase,
how would the costs of follow-up billing (where too little
roles taxes were remitted) or protidirrg refunds (where tw
much taxes were psid) b distributed among the mail-order
firm, the swte (and perhaps Incal governments), and the
purchaser? While these difficulties are not insurmountable,
they are a cnmpnnent of compliance costs and could prove to
be significant.

State Taxing Authority

Proponents on all sides on the issue of state tmation of
intecatate mail-order asles have argued that the Court
should defer to the Congress to resnlve the matter.25 Such
proponents contend that federal legislation would result in
more uniform and efficient standards for taxing interstate
mail-order roles. As noted by ACIR, “Congressional
actions could weigh a broader business presence standard
against legitimate business concerns about compliance
custs and protection for small firms.”u

However, there are concerns about the implications of
federal legislation for state taxing authority more general-
ly. As obsecved by some members of ACIR,
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Table 1

SummaW Revenue Potential Estimates, 1990.1992
(millions)

Nexus.Adjusted Est imated Revenue Potential
1990 Base* Base 1990 1991 1992

State M Only $65,530 $59,020 $2,9Q6 $3,0EQ $3,%5
State~nifOrm ml $65,530 $59,020 $3,072 $3,256
State/All ml

$3,451
$65,530 $59,020 $3,488

$5,000,~ de Minimis
$3,694 $3,914

$48,8~ $42,3W $2,087 $2,249 $2,411
$10,000,000 de Minirnis $45,544 $39,033 $1,925 $2,075 $2,224

“tiar than S67.09billion becauw it includes the 45 states and DC. with sales taxes.

Suur= ACIR, Stale Tution of Interstate Mail Order Saf@:E.dmala of RevenuePotmtid 1990-1992 (1991),p. 4,

If Congress can set standards for the collection of
roles taxes in other states, using federal courts to
settle disputes, then Congress may, at a later
point, set uniform sales tax rstes for the states.27

These membec’a of ACIR hold that “federalism is more
than mere efficiency and administration”u and that “those
state and local officials who would give up a little authority
to the national government irr exchange for a little reve-
nue, deserve neither revenue nor authocity.”a

Revenue Potential

ACIR has produced estimates of revenue potential
from state and local taxation of interstate mail-order roles
for the 1990-to-1992 period?” These estimates reflect a
refinement of the methodolo~ developed by ACIR in the
mid- 1980s and the most recent data available from
Flshman’s Guide to Mail Order Sales 1990 and the Bureau
of the Census’ 1987 Cemus of Retail Trade.31

Several xcenarios are provided (see ~ble 1). First,
estimates are made for state taxes onlfi states could
generate almost $3.3 bfllion irr 1992 ifout-of-state retailers
were required to mllect state sales taxes. M state taxes
were collected along with a uniform local rate for all
localities within the state, almost $3.5 billion would result
in 192. If state taxes and actual 1-1 rates were impsed
and mllected, $3.9 bdlion would be available to states and
l~lities in 1992.32

Finally, two de minimis estimates were made. In the
ficat, all out-of-state mail-order fms with sales of less than
$5 million annually would be exempted from the collection
requirement. This would preseme almost 75 percent of the
nexus-adjusted base while excluding 93 percent of all
mail-order firms. Still, over $2.4 billion would be collected
in 1992. The $10 million de minimis rule would exclude 97
percent of all fms and generate $2.2 billion in 1992.

The Direct Marketing Association, the principal
trade association for the indust~, contends that these
revenue potential estimates are greatly inflated and that
state tax revenue losses are more accurately pegged at
just under $700 million, based on a 1988 study.”
However, this organization also estimates that mail-or-
der sellers could be liable for $9.5 billion in back taxes
based on sales made since 1985 if Be[las Hess is
reversed.34 This projected back-tax liability would sug-

gest an annual state (and local) t= revenue potential of
approximate cly $1.6 billion to $1.9 billion.

ConcIusiOn
Economic and technical circumstances have

changed considerably since 1967. The mail-order indus-
try has grown, and state (and local) sales tax bases have
been further eroded as a result. In addition, advances in
computer technology have made lower compliance costs
possible for out-of-state retailers in dealing with the
maze of state and local sales tax rates and base
definitions. Several states have introduced or enhanced
a use tax component of their sales and use tax to reflect
current conditions. We must await a decision in Quill to
see if the Supreme Court feels that these economic and
technological changes have been significant enough to
warrant modification of the conditions under which
state and local governments can require out-of-state
mailarder fms to mild ties on salea to in-xtate r~idents.

Hen~ A. Coleman is director of Government
Finance Research at ACIR.
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Metropolitan
Organization:

The Allegheny Caae

~is information report continues ACIR’S effort
to learn how complw metroWlitan areas function.

Allegheny County, the central munty of the
Pittsburgh metropolitan area, ia by mnventional
measures the premier fragmented county among
those natiomvide with populations of more than one
ndlfion-and by traditional mwts shouSd ~it atf
the “pstholo@ea” of jtiinal fragmentation.

But it doesn’t.
Alle8heny County haa a romplm organization for

delivedng Plice and fue protection, street serviceai mrd
eduratinn-the * that are the f= of this report.
The study also d~ pat= of grnwth, politiral
anorny and geography, intergoyemental coopera-
tion, and the functional dimensions of metr~litmr
orgarriration.
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(see page 42 for order form)

I Finance Data Diskettes
1988 Now Available for Stete-Loeel Government Ffnenee Dete. The d~ettea devel~ @ ACfR provide

~ to Census f~ data in a format nnt ~ avai3ablq and are designed for easy W. State-by-state data for
129revenue arrd ~ e.spenditure tim~ ~tidnq and -rud time = included for state and local gov-
ernments cmnbiied, state gmermnent ordy, nr afl Id goverrmrents aggregated at the state level.

FormaC Lotus 1-2-3

Price $295-si-yw set
$11O–W 19S9 (5.25” diskette)
$120-FY 1989 (3.5” high density diskette)
i75 –FY198f3 ‘ - -
$50-FY1987
$2S each-FY19M, 1985, 19S4, 19S3

A demonstration d~k for the State-ml Finance Data is available for $5.

(see page 42 for order form)
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~ ACIR I’,,bl,..t,()[,s

State Taxation of Interstate Mail Order Sales

State Tmation of Interstate Mail Order Sales estimates the 19%1992
revenue potential for states if they could require out-of-state mail order
firms to collect state sales and use taxes, The revenue potential for all
states is estimated at $2.91 billion for IM, $3.08 billion for 1991, and
$3.27 billion for 1992. These aggregate estimates show an increase of 73
percent over ACIRS 1985 estimates and 34 percent over 1988. ACIR
estimates of the revenue potential if state and local roles tases were
collected are $3.49 billion for lM, $3.69 billion for 191, and $3.91 billion
for 1992. These new estimates are particularly important in light of the
U.S. Supreme Court’s agreement to hear Quil/ Corporation v. Nofih
Dakota. In accepting this case, the Court agrees to review its 1%7 ruling
in National Bellas Hess v. Illinois Depotiment of Revenue, wh ich limit ed the
ability of state (and lw1) governments to require out-of-state mail order
firms to collect state and local sales and use taxes.

M-179 1991 14 pages $10

State Taxation
of Interstate

Mail Order Sales
Estimates of Revenue Potential

1990-1992

The Changing Public Sector:
Shifts in Governmental Spending
and Employment

The Changing Public Sector updates and broadens ACIR’S 1982
analysis of e~enditure and public employment data. From 1967-1987,
the public sector mntinued to eqand, and government spending
priorities shifted, particularly those of the federal government. In 1987,
states were spending more in relation to both federal expenditures and
lncal e~enditures than in 1%7. Among local governments, county and
special district expenditures increased the most. The analysis is based on
the Census Bureau’s five-year Census of Governments. Total spending
by all governments rose from $257.8 billion in 1967 to $1,811.7 billion in
1987, or by 603 percent(115 percent in constant 1982doOars). Per capita,
total public spending grew from $1,297 in 1%7 to $7,427 in 1987, a 473
percent increase (75 percent in constant dollars).

M.178 1991 112 pages $15

(see page 42 for order form)
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ACIR Roundtable

Balancing
Environmental

Protection
and

Public Works

D
1 ursuant to its examination of intergover-
nmental decisionmaking processes in environ-
mental protection, the Adviso~ Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations invited four ex-
perts to address its December 6, 1991, meeting.
The panelists were each asked to address, from
their particular perspective, the question of bal-
ance between the need to protect the environment
and the need to develop public works pmjeets.

me framework for developing a proper balance between
these two concerns is the complex and delicate task before
the Commission, which expects to approve research find-
ings and recommendations on tbe subject in March. Fol-
lowing are excerpts from the four presentations.

Statiment of
ROBERT L. TONSING

Secretary, Nationwide Public Projects Coalition,

Denver

The Nationwide Public Projects Coalition was focrned
in 1989 by a group of state and local government officials
whn found that they had something unfortunate in
common. All were experiencing a growing inability to
provide for basic needs of their constituents, such as new
water supply facilities and highways, bemuse of the ways
that federal agencies were administering environmental
laws, particularly through the regulato~ processes. Mil-
lions of taxpayers’ dollars are wasted every year because
the cuccent relationship between federal regulators and
state and local infrastructure project spomom is unnmsaari-
Iy adver’mrial. There has to be a better Wy to serve the
American people and still prot~ our environmental aaaets.

From the bcginniig, the Coalition’s credo has been
“Seeking to restore balance between environmental values
and our abiiity to provide for the WIC needs of people.”

We are pleased to see that basic balancirrg principle
repeated again and again in the documents before the
Commission. The Coalition’s board of directors proposed
a presidential executive order on intergovernmental
regulation in 1989. In reviewing the ACIR framework, it is
my belief that seven of the 13 major points in the proposed
executive order are addressed with great clatity, and that
the framework highlights at least as many other items that
we didn’t think of.

We suggest strengthening or adding the followirrgitems

■

■

Increasing states’ roles in federal environmental
permitting and standards. Compliance will work
only if the authority of federal agencies to
arbitrarily veto the determinations of the states is
well defined and limited to major national
concerns. States have the ability to take over the
Section 404 Clean Water .4cf permitting mecha-
nisms today, but they nearly always choose not to
do W. It’s partly a fti issue, we believe, but the
prima~ eonmm k that EPA will mer’t the cm’rent
kind of hea~-hmrded veto and threatened veto
powem regardless of how goud a job they do.

The statement that federal agencies should refrain
frnm arbitrarily substituting federal agency discre-
tion for local and state determinations is a vital
part of the recommendations, but we ask ACIR to
state that this is particularly true of statements of
project purpose in federal permit applications,
Federal regulators can and do fiddle with the
stated project pu~ose in such a way that even
absurd alternatives would meet the project pur-
pose, at least on paper. That, of course, lays the
groundwork for some particularly high-handed
denials and vetoes.
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One pint in the Cualition’s pro~ed executive
order addre~s a great abuse in the current system.
As we put it, “Schedules should not be atiltrarily
tiended by federal agencies through the thr=t that
an early de@lon will generally k negative; a
negative decision should only be made when it is
clearly just~led by the record and not baaed u~n
hypotheses or lack of current knowledge.”

While economic well-king and international corn.
petitiveness are irnpurtmr~mnsiderations in infm-
strueture investment, our Coalition believes that the
largest issue of all has to do with sustaining or
improving the quality of life —where we live, work
and play—for our constituents, the American
people. We urge that “quality of life” be a
principle of the ACIR framework.

Members of the Coalition from Alaska say their expe-
rience has been that “ecosystem management” as a pre-
lude to specific permit applications has been frustrating
and often euunterproductive. Delays of years in what
ought to be simple permitting processes have uccumed be-
cause one item of many in an “emaystem management”
process cannot be brought to closure. They believe that un-
qualified advocacy of “ecusystem management” within the
permitting prucesses is attractive in mncept but can im-
pede stewardship to people and their institutions.

They also are uneasy about what seems to be an
unqualified endorsement of “advance designation.” They
my that in Alaska advance designation has not only steered
development away from pristine wetlands, as the paper
suggests, but by overclassifying less than pristine wetlands
it has been used as a weapon to, as one of our Alaska
members put it, “stop everything up here.”

The Coalition believes that an executive order, along
the lines of our draft, is necessary. An executive order has
an immediacy about it, and can do sumething that
legislation usually doesn’t–set standards for federal
employee attitudes. When you get down to it, there is far
less wrong with our federal environmental laws and
regulations than there is with the attitudes of some uf
those who administer them.

Statement of
EDWARD OSANN

Directoc Woter Resources Program,
National Wildl~e Federation, Wwhingion, DC

The National Wildlife Federation is the nation’s
largest environmental organtition, a federation of 51
independent state organizations. Our membership meets
annually and adopts resolutions setting pulicy for the
federation. Over the past 10or 12years, we have had some
50 resolutions dealing with some aspect of water rewurces
policy or projects.

The federation has been deeply involved in infrastruc-
ture projects and controversies. We were the principal
environmental orgarrimtion supporting the enactment of
the 19S6 Wafer Resources Deve/opmerrt Act, which many
recognize as landmark legislation, authorizing over $15
billion of federal irrirastmcture investment and, at the =me

time, setting new standards for environmental protection,
fuh and wildlife mitigation, mst sharing, and user fees for
beneficiaries of federat investment.

Balance has become a cude word for those who believe
the pendulum has swung tno far in environmental
regulation and seek to yank it back. I urge caution irr
adopting the nomenclature of those who seek to turn back
the cluck on environmental regulation. My view of ACIR’S
framework is that it is very hostile to. environmental
protection, and I believe that most environmental organi-
zations will view it in this light in its present form. That is
not tu say that there cannot and should not be irrrprove-
ments in the way federal agencies administer environme-
ntalstatutes, including the way they are applied to state and
local projects, But there are assumptions with which the
Federation disagrees

■

■

■

■

There is an assumption that state and lncal
infrastructure investment is entitled to special
deference by federal environmental decision-
makers and regulators. This flies in the face of
experience that the entionmental movement has
had in this cuuntry over the last 25 years.
Highways, dams, incinerators, and municipal
power projects are environmentally problematic
in their constmction and in their operation.

There is an assumption that the adversarial role is
sumehow inappropriate. We view a certain
amount uf dynamic tension as inevitable and
somewhat desirable. Quite often, state environ-
mental reviews are coopted, and the ability of
state regulators to exercise full oversight and
cany Out their professional recommendations is
limited by the politics of the situation. We are
talking about some of the most well-entrenched
bureaucracies in the cuunt~, such as Prt authori-
ties and water agencies, that have tax and eminent
domain authorities and large engineering staffs.
These are the folks we hire tu get things done and
that is their orientation.

mere is discussion of an enhanced state role.
Additional costs for a state or a lncal project by
virtue of the migratory bird habitat area subject of
federal treaty obligations and not something on
which the state can temporize. There is a need for
an active state role in such areas of critical
concern. Florida and California have ident~led
areas that are beyond local concern and others
have this kind of activity, but not all 50.

ACIR recommends that federal agencies simply
accept needs determinations for infrastructure by
state and local agencies. In the face of “spend it or
lose it” federal funds, are we to believe that state
needs determinations are always objective? That
simply doesn’t wash. The determinations are
characterized as those made by duly elected state
and local officials. Many uf the actors in this arena
are special service districts. They are creatures of
the state, but their amuntability to citizens is
often indirect. Duly elected state and lncal
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.

officials are often presented with a fait accompli
rather than passing judgment on elements or
project formulation such as a needs deterrrrirration.

■ The reference to the federal government being
held to the same standards as state and lucal
governments carries more of a mrrnotation of
tit-for-tat than a serious attempt to address this
complex issue. Federal agency environmental
compliance is a serious issue, and ifACIR seeks to
move in that area, it will have the sup~rt of the
environmental community.

I have a cnncem that opponents of federal environ-
mental regulation generally do not care abmrt process.
~ey care about outcomes. Some have long argued that
federal wage and hour standards should not apply to state
and lucal government, but that issue has been decided. We
believe that the wage and hour standards, worker health
and mfety standards, and environmental protection stan-
dards can be set by the federal government and should ap-
ply to state and lucal government activities as they apply to
activities of the private sector.

Statement of
MAX WHITMAN

President, American Public Works Association,

Chicago

The Amerimn Public Works Asmciation (APWA) is a
nonprofit educational and professional association estab-
lished in 19S4 as an outgrowth of the Amerimn Society of
Municipal Engineers. APWA defines public works very
broadly as “the physical structures and facilities developed
or acquired by public agencies to house governmental
functions and provide water, waste disposal, pnwer,
transportation, and similar service to facilitate the achieve-
ment of common social and economic objectives.”

Over the years, APWA members have bewme aware
of their role as good stewards of the environment in their
day-to-day work. For csample, the manner in which solid
waste or wastewater is disposed of can have either a
positive or negative effect on environmental quality.
Keeping the streets clean of dirt and debris, besides the
aesthetic value, can also help to minimize urban stormwa-
ter runoff. Additionally, providing well designed streets
and highways that are properly mrrfigured to minimise
urban congestion also mrrtributes to keeping the air clean
and conserving ener~ as well as lowering the frustration
level of citizens and enhancing safety.

APWA members also frequently find themselves
engaged in interaction with the federal government on
environmental matters. me need to get a project
accomplished to better serve people’s needs may often run
headlong into the need to protect and preserve the
environment, with unfortunate results. Although the
association is quite supportive of the need for addressing
environmental needs, it often appears that the process is
barely workable and does not support good public policy.

Another concern is the cust of environmental protec-
tion. One way to avoid incurring these rests is to not
undertake public works projects. Although many in the

environmental mmmunity might laud this approach, it is
generally not an option. If public works officials are going
to discharge the responsibility of improving the quality of
life and accommodate the needs of an espanding popula-
tion, we must be sure that environmental concerns and
infrastructure needs are in balance. This cannot be
accomplished if action is not taken. Public works officials,
however, are quite happy to minimize the impact on the
environment to the masimum extent that is practicable.
We are pleased to designate project funds to mitigate
against verifiable threats to the environment.

Nevertheless, state and local governments do not have
inexhaustible funds and must be prepared to budget for
environmental protection on the front end of the project.
Generally, we must by law balance our budgets and raise
funds through tases and bond issues. We cannot afford
local environmental protection that does not make
economic sense. When environmental mitigation is re-
quired, it should be put to some kind of a cost-benefit test
to ensure that the environmental benefits to be derived do
not exceed the costs of achieving them. Gond decisionmak-
~g wli~ generally implies trade-offs, and this must
include the environment. Almost as important, if we have
no idea what the custs of environmental protection for the
project are going to be at the outset, we cannot budget
intelligently and secure the needed funding.

We strnngly concur with ACIRS remmmendations
that environmental laws and regulations should be revised
to avoid mnflicts, eliminate irrmnsistencies, and require
cooperative and consultative environmental decisionmak-
ing. We particularly like the notion that federal agencies
should work with all parties to identify early the criteria for
project evaluation. A schedule is needed to provide a
timetable for decisions that are clearly justified by the
record, and reasonable limits should be placed on
information that must be developed for review. We also
like the notion of getting the decisionmaklng to state and
local gnvemments by certifying them to administer federal
environmental standards. However, once the federal
government has relinquished responsibility for administer-
ing these standards, it must override responsibility on
individual actions only when there is a clear violation of
federal law, not just a difference of opinion.

APWA endorses the notion of the federal government
picking up the tab for its mandates, as we do in Illinois for
state mandated e~ense. We also like the idea of more
research, training, education, and technoloW transfer in
the environmental area.

Statement of
DINAH Bf%AR

General Counsel, Council on Environmental
Quality, Wmhington, DC

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) has
three major responsibllitie~ preparation of an annual
reprt on behalf of the President, involvement in the
formulation of environmental pnlicy in the White House,
and oversight of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA), The act is mmmonly identified with environmen-
tal impact statements. CEQ promulgates the regulations that
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bmd all federal agenciea, sccves aa the last administrative
arbitrator of disputes between state and lml governments
and the federal government, and inte~rets regulations.

The Council issued NEPA implementation guide-
lines to federal agencies in 1970, 1971, and 1973. During
the 1970s, there was a great deal of litigation involving
NEPA. There were voluminous impact statements and a
great deal of frustration about management problems,
delay, and duplication.

In 1978, President Jimmy Carter issued an executive
order that directed CEO to promulgate regulations after
consultation with state and local governments and affected
publics designed to “make the environmental impact
statement process more use fultodecisionmakers and to
the public and to reduce paperwork and the accumulation
of extraneous background data in order to emphasize the
need to fwus on real environmental issues and altern-
atives.They will require impact statements to ~ concise, clear
and to the ~int, and sup~rted by evidence that agencies
have made the necesamy environmental analysis.”

The Council undertook extensive hearings and a great
deal of work with the environmental and business
communities and state and local governments to arrive at
regulations that have been praised by people on all sides of
the environmental spectrum. Regulations emphasize
methods to reduce delay and duplication, many of the
points made in the ACIR framework. Regulations also
provide that agencies set time ltilts if requested by an
applicant or interested party. Whife tbia w the most
requested regulation, I know of only one rquest for a liit.

Regulations include page limits— 150 for an environ-
mental impact statement or 350 for a statement on a
proposal of extraordinary scope and complexity. CEO
recommends 10 to 15pages. The regulations mandate that
environmental review requirements be integrated into the
NEPA process. The NEPA process can act as an umbrella
to integrate all the rest of the environmental require-
ments. There is a lengthy section mandating cmperation
between federal and state governments and avoiding
duplication of paper or hearings.

However, there is a great deal of frustration and
concern at CEQ that many of these lofty sounding and
well-intentioned provisions are not working as they
should. Many of the same kinds of problems are
identified in the ACIR recommendations. We are in
many cases creeping back to the problems of the early
1970s, albeit with considerably less litigation. We are
really talking about what went wrong and how we can fw
it. While the NEPA process does not encompass all of
the cnncems addressed in the framework, the dynamics
are similar. Many of the NEPAproblems have developed
because agencies respond to pressure, and the pressure
has resulted largely from litigation. The primary enforc-
er of NEPA has been the courts, and the courts have
done an excellent job and have been a necessa~ tool,
particularly in the beginning of NEPA, to get the
agencies to consider environmental impacts, to look at

alternatives, and to make it a true pre-decisional
process. Courts, however, are not the right forum in
which to address lack of coordination and consistency.

There have been several instances in which it was
believed that an environmentally good action could not be
taken because of legal blocks related to the NEPApmcess.
There is considerable flexibility in the prncess-more than
is often used.

The ACIR framework recommendation for an envi-
ronmental mediation set’vice is very important, but it is not
realistic or desirable to eliminate judicial review from the
prucess. However, we should seek alternative methods to
resolve these conflicts. Too much of what goes on is driven
by fear of litigation as opposed to trying to manage a
pmccss and achieve good results for the public. An
environmental mediation service would have to be
structured to provide adequate resources so that public
interest organtiations can participate fully.

CEQ is well known for criticizing agencies for not
doing the process well. We are going to identify successful
esamples of integration between federal and state gover-
nments and make these known. We also are holding
workshops focusing on procedural and substantive integra-
tion. Other agencies are having similar workshops focusing
on their particular problems.

Reinventing Surface Transpnrtaion
(continued @m page 6)

perfom “comprehensive surface transportation planning.
through a process that includes consultation with local

elected officials with jurisdiction over transpm’tation.”
Objections to negotiated rulemaking have been raised

because they could bog down over too many details
contested by too many parties whose vital interests would
be affected. Two ways of overcoming these objections
would be to (1) establish deadlines for the negotiation
process, or (2) use a less formal consultation process with
conferences and hearings on tbe general issues before
drafting the regulations and entering the official rulemak-
ing process. This second suggestion would be consistent
with the strategic planning processes recently used by the
U.S. Department OCTransportation.

Conclusion

Enactment of the Intemroda[ Surface Transpotiation
E&cien~ Act of1991 has created a significant challenge to
intergovernmental relations. The precise shape of the
reforms it has set in motion is unclear at this time. They wifl
become somewhat clearer in the year ahead, as federal
regulations take shape, but it may take years for them to
come into sharp fncus. The intergovernmental community
should follow this evolution closely, contribute to its
development, and study the consequences carefully.

Bmce D. McDowell i.c director of Government
Policy Research at ACIR.
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Building
Consensus

on
Development

Issues

Barbara Sheen Todd
and Robert M. Jones

A s state and local governments implement
growth management laws, which typically pro-
vide for citizen participation,i they often find
that balancing economic development and envi-
ronmental protection leads to confrontation
and fragmented decisionmaking. Through con-
sensus building and conflict resolution, howev-
er, communities may come to accept the legiti-
macy of differing interests and values and
recognize the need to readjust relationships be-
tween government and the governed.

In recent years, some communities have expetiented
with mnsensus building to negotiate policies and agree.
ments in land use, development, and environmental dis-
putes. The agreements can be more prsgmatic, easier to
implement, longer lasting, and less mstly than those ar.
rived at through traditional decisionmaklng processes.

Growth Management and Community Change
Rapid growth can transform communities, bringing to

the forefront conflict between groups and individuals with
divergent interests. Neighborhoods may organize against
developers on environmental and quality of life issues;
residents may view newcomers as antagonistic to their
interests; affordable housing advocates may be pitted
against developers and more affluent residents. New and
potentially unstable coalitions also may form between
fomer adversaries.

In a recent study based on interviews with public
officials, business interests, and community activists in
California’s growing central valley, for example, the
debate was characterized in the following terms

Developers and other proponents of growth argue
that growth controls simply raise prices to con-
sumers uf housing and commercial space. Tbeyar-
gue that slow-growth groups, and sometimes gov-
ernments, are little more than self-interested
blackmailers wbo are trying to “pull up the draw-
bridge” as rapidly as possible. Those concerned
about the negative effects of growth cite over-
crowded schools and the declining quality of edu-
cation, the inabifity of government to pay for the
infrastmcture needs of new development, in-
creased traffic mngestion, increased air and wat er
pollution, and an overall deterioration in the qual-
ity of life as reasons to limit new development.z

Growth management controversies may call into
question a community’s decisionmaking structures and
strain the ability of local governments to generate a new
consensus better reflecting demographic and cultural
shifts. Lucal elected officials must weigh neighborhood
protection and cnntrols with economic development and
its implications for tsx revenue. Buffeted by competing in-
terests, public officials find it increasingly difficult to devel.
op fair, pragmatic, and efficient solutions to the problems
of managing growth and its impacts.

Decisionmaking Paralysis
In their work on consensual approaches to resolving

public disputes,’ Lamence Susskind and Jeffrey Cr’uik-
shank suggest that this country’s public policy process is in
the throes of decisionmakirrg parslysis. Several factors are
identified as contributing to this situation

Tyranny of the majori~, which refers to the tendency for
policymaking to be driven by the size of the majority
rather than legitimate policy debate. This results in
fragile and tempora~ coalitions to create a majority on
a PliCY kue or project. Membem of the minority then
avail themselves of administmtive procedures in oder to
block inrplementstion of policies until “the na=~ re-
tilgnment of interest groups -be mmpleted.”
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Lack of Ion&tenrrcommitment resulting from short ten-
ures for administrations and pressures for solving
problems within a limited time.

The limited value of voting in mmplex public pnlicy deci-
sions due to the inability of the ballot prncess to take
into accmmt and balance mmpeting interests and its
tendency to overgeneralize or simplify options.

Technical dilemmas, scientific uncertain, and legal com-
ple.riry in implementing a policy, which can thwart ac-
tion and dissipate @nsensus.

Reliwe on adjudicating distributional d~ute.r as “win-
ner-take-all” propositions when adminiitmtive and legis-
lative efforts fail to resolve dWutes. Often the result isa
yes-nr-no d-ion baaed on legally rmgnizable cauae.s
of action and prmdcmd grounds, and not on what would
constitute a fair, wise whrtion to the preblem.

Characteristics uf GroWh Management Disputes

Like other pnliq disputes, development cunfficts
involve multiple patiies and complex technical, fiscal,
policy, and legal issues requiring cooperation from a
variety of agencies and professions. These disputes often
address a tangle of sncial, political, and planning issues that
are linked and overlapping—environmental protection,
water quality and quantity, road building, affordable
housing, locally undesirable land uses, ecnnomic develop-
ment, redevelopment of coastal cities, education and
schonl integration, and presemation of historic resources,
to name a few.

Growth management disputes share some special
characteristics that make them especially difficult to
resolve. The decisinns and the disputes they engender are
distributional. They fncrrs on identifiable places and
involve specflc individuals and interests having stakes in
the allocation of tangible costs and benefits. As such, they
present decisionmaking challenges for public officials. In
addition, the factors unded@g growth management mn-
Wlctsare often ruuted in tile value dtiferences. Contested
development prujecta nr pnlicies alw introduce ph~ical,
anciat, and oxnromic changes that bring forth lCS.Stangible
isauw of community development, pride of place, and
attachments to a neighhrhd or mmmuni~.

Grnwth often produces more population diversity
based on race, ethnicity, and culture, or income and
ideolo~. In these communities, growth management may
be intertwined with civit rights issues and class conflicts. In
addition, rapid growth and increasing diversity pose
challenges to the development of community and political
leadership and to the ability of elected officials to
adequately represent shift ing constituencies.

Grmvth Management Ramewnrka

In a growing number of states and communities,
development disputes are shaped by land use laws. These
laws t~ically specify the procedures for making growth
management decisions, regulate the rate and timing of
growth, and result in benefits to some while impnsing costs
on others. The impact of this regulation creates winners

and losers as controversial public decisions alter the
distribution of gonds and services.

Comprehensive planning, the heart of most growth
management frameworks, has traditionally left implemen-
tation and the conflicts it engenders to ~litical leaders.
Planners have aought to rationalize the physical, sncial,
and economic structures of communities and identify and
link planning objectives with solutions. Planners ~ically
lack the political support to implement these plans and the
skills and resources needed to build mmmunityeunsensus

Comprehensive planning does not rewlve contlict
efficiently. [It] best generates solutions to pr*-
Iems when mnaensus already exists around desired
outcomes. In the abaence uf this consensus, compre-
hensive planning may actually amentuate dfler-
ences and therefore a~mte cnnflict.4

In a critique of the traditional approach, scholars have
pointed to several characteristics of comprehensive plan-
ning that accentuate cnnflict:

Reliance on centralized control over political decision-
making runs munter to the trend toward decentml-
ized dectilonmaking brought on by proliferating ad-
ministrative and legal review processes and by the
increasing number of better organized interest groups.

A single standard for defirringthepublic interest is used
when there maybe diverse and competing communi-
ty perspectives, values, and stakes in the outcome of
planning.

The use ofplanning crpetiise and rational analysis to re-
solve political disputes often has partiaan pu~ses in
public debate. Comprehensive planning, necesmrity
broad and general, often comes under attack by more
specialized engineering, legal, and social analysis.

A presumption that planners’ rational technical criteria
will lead to a plan that can be implemented when it is de-
velnped in isolation from the sources of political cun-
flict (i.e., decisionmakers and interest groups) often
means that planners cannot gain political suppm’t for
their proposals or develop a consensus among mmpet-
ing interests.

Collaborative Dispute Resolution

The traditional use of litigation and admtilstrative and
electoral procedures for growth management cofllct has
not always prnduced fair and wise solutions. Can eullabora-
tive dispute resolution sumeed in buifding a consensus to
balance questinns of development with environmental and
community preservation?

Litigation can be time consuming and expensive.
Direct participating, for the most part, is dimuraged, and
communications become distnrted. Adversarial relation-
ships make compliance and implementation problematic.
Although a winner is declared and a decision is rendered,
the dispute may not be reaulved, and the losing interests
may redirect their efforts to blnck decisions.

Cnllabnrative dispute rewlution is a vohnrtmy prmas
that involves many interests in a facilitated–or mediated–
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face-to-face negotiation. The impartial facilitator, often
selected by the participants, assists in defining issues,
exploring the parties’ mutual interests and those that
divide them, generating and assessing options, and
reaching an acceptable solution. The agreements are
reached by consensus, not by majority decision. These
processes supplement conventional dispute resolution
forums, and they are most often initiated when the normal
decision making process has proven ineffective.

Building consensus through negotiation may be
motivated by a desire to advance a shared vision through an
exchange of information or by a need to resolve conflict to
prnduce a joint agreement, or buth.

Growth management confticts may arise out of
policymaking or decisionmaking. Consensus processes for
policy disputes include forums or dialogues guided by
mediators. The object of a dialogue is to clarify the issues,
assess the extent of the controversy, refine positions,
explore interests, and search for shared interests as well as
potential compromises. These processes have been used to
develop national, regional, state, and local mnsensus
solutions to environmental disputes, such as groundwater
management and waste management siting? Following are
some example5

In 1988, Medesto, Caltornia, created an Urban
Growth Committee following paswge of a ballot mea-
sure giving citizens the right to an adviao~ vote on
sewer trunk extensions. The city brought adverwries
together to improve the decisionmaking process for
growth management.’

In 1989, San Luis Obispo County, California, created a
16-member Growth Management AdvisoT Commit-
tee representing all sides of the debate. The mediator
assisted the committee in developing remmmenda-
tions, many of which were enacted, including creation
of a munty agency to coordinate growth management
and help provide dispute resolution services.

Orange County, Florida, used mediators to help citi-
zen adviso~ groups provide input on the county’s new
comprehensive plan, and develop remmmendations
for the planning mmmission and the county council.

Skagit County, Washington, and the Stiomiah ‘ftibe,
long adve~ries on fand issues aff~ing the tribal reser-
vation and the adjoiniig cmuIty, develop, tith the as-
sistance of a mediitor, a plan that rmgrrizw the tribe’s
jurisdictional authority while working with the munry’s
land use programs. The plan catls for mllahnmtive
detionmaking. Based on this success, the region’s 326
tribes are developing sirnifar compacts with 14 cuunties.

Deciding tu Negotiate

The supplementary negotiated process may not be
appropriate fOr all growth management disputes. Many
such decisions are neither overly contentious nor per-
ceived to be unfairly or inappropriately handled through
traditional channels. Other disputes may grow out of
questions of fundamental values, human rights, or consti-

tutional issues, or may provide an opportunity to establish
important legal precedent. These may not be appropriate
for a negotiated process.

Some commentators have suggested prerequisites for
a growth management negotiation process, including

Are there enough issues and parties to allow for Iink-
ages and trades?

Can key stakeholders be ident~led, and are they will-
ing to negotiate? Their willingness will be related to
whether they believe they can better promote their in.
terests through more conventioml forms of reaulution.

Can affected parties who lack access to the urnven.
tional decisionmaking prucess block implementation
of a decision?

Are the power relationships sufficiently balanced so
that each party has some leverage?

Are continuing interactions and relationships likely
after resolution of the conflict?

Are there negotiable issues primarily fncused on sub-
stantive and procedural questions and not on structur-
al or value concerns?

Answering these questions affirmatively likely will
mean that a collaborative resolution is appropriate.

JudgingNegotiatedOutcomes
Negotiated outcomes often are evaluated according to

the level of participant satisfaction, comparison with the
likely result of conventional prncesses, and the ability to
gamer cnmmunity support to implement the agreement.
Additional evaluation criteria may include the following

Agreements are reached efficiently when agreement
is possible.

The process promotes the legitimate interests of all
participants.

The process remnciles conflicts fairly by including all
interested pafiies and informing and emfrowetig them
to make wise d~ions. It does not n--y impinge
on outside interests and sets a gocd precedent.

The negotiation prcdrrces agreements that are dura-
ble and can be implemented.

The agreements stabilize or improve relationships
among the parties.

The process produces quick, reasonably low-cost de-
cisions.

Agreements are compatible with existing legislative or
administrative authority.7

Community Cnnsensus Building

There are three stages of mediated consensus buifding
illustrated in the following two examples-pre-negoti-
ation, negotiated consensus building, and implementa-
tion.8 me structure and potential usefulness of mediated
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negotiations can be illustrated by a road improvement case
in Sarasota County, Florida.

In 1989, the state Department of Transportation
(DOT) proposed to widen 2.8 miles of U.S. Route 41 in
Sarasota County because of increasing traffic and acci-
dents. After two stormy public hearings and discussions
among county and state legislative representatives and
DOT, a task force was formed to recommend options for
median control, amess, and landscaping. Members of the task
force included the Sarswts city engineer, county tcsn~rta-
tion and forest~ depafiment officials, the DOT district head,
the SarawU-Manatee metro~litan planning staff, and
representatives of the Samsota Chamber of Commerce.

The task force retained a mediator who, after
interviewing all the parties, presented two pre-negotiation
recommendations. The first was to create an advisory
committee of property and business owners who would
participate in the negotiations. The second recommenda-
tion was to conduct suweys of property and business
owners and other community road users. The suwey
responses and a summary of discussions with tbe advisory
group set the initial negotiating agenda for the task force.

The negotiations took place over two and a half
months. me mediation involved 14 joint and public
sessions and eight separate private meetin8s with inter-
ested parties. The mediator established and distributed the
agendas before each meeting and prepared minutes. After
the negotiations, the mediator assisted in preparing and
presenting the report and implementation checktist.

The county commission adopted the report as its
recommendations for the road design. DOT accepted the
recommendations and a8reed to monitor road conditions
before and after the work was done. The task force agreed
to review the design as the work progressed.

This prucess of mediated community involvement
resulted in ssvings of time and costs for projected
litigating, right of way, and business damages. One
measure of satisfaction with the process is that Sarasota
County adopted a mediation provision in its concurrency
management ordinance. The city of Sarasota alw adopted
a mediation mechanism to resolve growth management
issues. The case also served as a medel for DOT’s work in
other counties.

In 1991, ‘fkIlahassee and sumoundin8 Leon County
were embroiled in a series of long-standing conflicts over a
proposed urban parkway. A joint city cnuncil-county
commission, sitting as the Metropolitan Planning Organi-
zation (MPO), was in the midst of a curridor location study
process and wanted to understand the source of the
differences in the community. The Management Conflict
Resolution Consortium, a statewide office, was asked for
assistance. The consortium presented the MPO with a
proposal to hire a mediator to assess the conflict and
present recommendations for a mediation prucess.

An experienced environmental mediator from snuth
Florida was retained. After conducting over 30 interviews
with representatives of neighborhoods, businesses, univer-
sities, and state agencies, she found that opponents were
unwilling to participate in a mediation over just the
prnposed parkway, but would participate in a policy forum

on the parkway and other transportation options. The
MPO asked the mediator to conduct such a forum and
provided the necessary funds.

The forum t~k place in seven sessions over a
three-month period and involved more than 40 organiza-
tions. Their negotiations on transportation options cOv-
ered canopy roads, pockets of congestion, flextime/stag-
gered work hours, transportation systems management,
wetlands and waterbodies, and the capital parkway. The
process went through three stages (1) establishing the
boundaries of the problem, including joint framing of the
issue, identification of the transpofiation needs of each
party, and a review of the cument plans and options; (2)
creating and assessing options in the six main areas; and (3)
selecting final policy options through the use of a written
suwey of preferences on 202 specific recommendations. At
the conclusion of the process, the participants voted
unanimously to forward to the MPO survey results that
garnered more than 75 percent support by the forum. The
forum sent 48 recommendations for consideration. In
November 1991, the MPO adopted all the recommenda-
tions and has begun the implementation process.

Institutinnalizirrg Negotiation

By and large, consensus-building initiatives are ad hoc,
informal effm’ts in which the parties, with the assistance of
the mediator, design the process. This flexibility is a
strength, but it also ~es ptential difficulties in tiltiating the
prwss and securing official suppoti and encomagement.

me most common pruceduml framework for state
growth mnagement is a traditional a8en~review and appeal
pra~ which relies on public hearings and advermtil fact
fiidm8 and dccisionmaking. In Ftorida, for timple, there is
a mmplex prucess for developing and implementing lml
comprehensive plans. Ugal standm8 to intervene in these
decisions is brusd, and cunilict is channeled through judicial
and adminiatmtive litigation forums.

Florida’s growth management law gives the 11
Regional Planning Councils (RPC) the role of providing
mediation in disputes, but none has done so (although all
of them have adopted formal policies or rules governing
the use of mediation). Sevecal factors seem to qhin ths
sitrmtion RPCS may not be perceived by cities md cuunties
as neutral agentie~ no funds were appropriated or budgeted
for this role; and no attempt was made to educate the RPCS,
their staffs, or local governments ahuut the procew.

Three years after pasaage nf the law, the legislature
created the Florida Growth Management Cnnflict Resolu-
tion Consortium, a small, university-based program to test
mediated approaches. Sii other stat= have ccea.td offices to
provide for mnsensus-buildmg negotiation in policy dWutes.

The Ieasun maybe that as states and Iucalities establish
or revise gruWh management law they should pay greater
attention to mnsensus building, in particular, how the growth
mamgement fmmework helps or hmdecs these prncesses.

Community Consensus and Regional Issues

Generally, tbe focus for mediation initiatives is not
on the size of the community but on the number of
interests in the process. The outcome is a consensus
among the stakeholders.

(continued on page 38)
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Coordinating Water Resources in the Federal System:
The Groundwater-Surface Water Connection

All types of governments have roles to play in improving water
resource coordination. One of the most important of those roles is to
change laws and policies that obstruct more efficient resource use. A
consensus favoring coordinated use of grorrndwater and surface
water—conjunctive management—has arisen in the past decade. This
policy report contains contrasting perspectives on groundwater use and
management, and an analysk of institutional arrangements and intergov-
ernmental relations. ~e re~rt ident~les barriers to better ordination
and su~ests changes that the federal and state governments can make to
eliminate those baniers.

A.118 1991 152pa~CS $15

1991 Changing Public Attitudes
on Governments and Taxes

This staff report contains the 20th annual ACIR opinion survey. The
poll has been conducted by The Gallup Organimtion since 1983. Every
year since 1972, citizens have been asked what they think is the worst tax,
that is, the least fair. This year, citizens chose the 10CS1property tax as
worst, followed by the federal incume tax. Asked to identify the
government from which they get the most for their money, citizens
picked the local government. Other questions this year included the
question of federal mandates to state and Iucal governments; intergov-
ernmental cmperation; the government that spends tax dollars most
wisely state constitutions; and the balance of power between federal,
state, and local governments.

S-20 1991 42 pages $10

(see page 42 for order form)
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Proposed Preemption Clarification A proposed “Preemption Clarification and Infomration Aet of 1991” (S. ~SO)
and Infomratinn Act has been introduced into the Senate by Senatora Carl Levin and David Drrren-

berger. The measure, based on ACIR rewmmended legislation, would require a
federal statute to state qlicitly Congress’s intent to preempt state and 10MI
government pwer’s before the wurts and federal agencies mrild irrmlidate or

!ederalregubtionsalwwo.ldhavetomntik an~ressstitementofpreemp
rohlbit any state or loml government law, ordinance, or regulation. Final

tion before courts may eonstnre them to preempt state and IwI government
powers. Exceptions would be direct eorrtlicts between federal and state or Ioral
law, in which cases the supremaey ctause would require federal law to prevail.

S. 2080 would alao direet the Congressional Research Service to prepare an
annual report on the extent of federal statuto~ preemption of state and Ioml
government powers. Tfmt report, which woutd & due within W daya of Congress’s
adjournment, would cover laws enacted during the past session and court cases
interpreting federal statutes. It would mntain as well a eumrdative list of federal
statutes preempting, in whole or in part, atate mrd 1~ government powers.

By requiring a speeifie statement of intent, this legislation seeks to remove
the uncertainty and confusion that now plagues intergovernmental relations.
The Cornrnimion & hopes that this meaaure will prnmote greater deliberation by
the Con.grex and federal agencies of any pco~k likely to entait preemption. The
bill may be obtained from any United States Senator or by writing the Senate
Doerrment Room.

Proposed Loral Parlnershlp Act On October 22, 1991, Rep. John Conyers (D-MI), Chairman of the House
Government Operations Committee, introduced H.R. 3601, “The Local Part-
nership Act of 1991.” The bill is intended to alleviate the fiscal plight of local

~ew’rnodifications. ~eGenemlReven.eShafig, themoneyauthorizedunder
overnments by reviving General Revenue Sharing (GRS), although with a

this legislation would go to approximately 39,~ Ioral and tribal governments for
each to spend on its own priorities. Unlike GRS, however, this bifl removes the
former law’s “mifing” that restricted Ioml government shares to 145 permnt of
the state’s per rapita allocation-a provision that curbed receipts of severely
distressed ru’ban areas and tas enclaves. Nor does the bill mntain the GRS
“flwr” that guaranteed each l-l government a minimum amount.

H.R. 3601 uses a two-step process to channel the money to local gover-
nments. Fust, the money is allocated amen the states using whichever of two

#fomrulas results in a greater payment. me uat fomrda includes four variables
relative population, per capita income of state residents, tm effort (i.e., total
taxes collected divided by total inmme of the residents), and the state’s unem-
ployment rate. Tire sewnd fomrrda uses those four factor’s as well as the extent of
urbanization and the amount of state income taxes collected.

In the seeond step, the proposal uses states as “pass-throughs” to channel
money to the local governments. Funds apportioned to each state subsequently
would be all-ted to local governments on the basis of retative population, per
capita income of the residents, and tax effort. Statutory guidetiies govern the
further allocation of funds. On a per capita basis, the bifl allows states to receive
more money if they smre high on unemployment, low on per capita ineame, high
on urbanization, and Klgh on tax effort, and if they rely heavity on a state inmme
tas and raise substantial revenues from taxes.

Payments to 1-1 governments may not exeeed W percent of the amount of
local taxes collected and intergovernmental tranafera received. Furthemrore, no
payntent will be made if the locality is to receive less than $~. By including in
the distribution formula the per capita income for each lorality as well as the
unemployment rate for the state in which the loeaI government is lueated, the bill
seeks to target the funds to the neediest Ioml governments and to reward local
self-help by giving more money to those Iw1 governments that have imposed
high taxes relative to income. Both features distinguish this bill from the original
revenue sharing program. ‘fhe bill authorizes an appropriation of $2 btion in FY
1993, with the authocimtion inereaairrg by $3 btion per year until it rcaehes $14
biflion in FY 1997.
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Mandate Relief in Louisiana On October 19, 1991, 58 percent of Louisiana voters approved a constitutional
amendment that Iimlts the state’s ability to mandate requirements and costs on
local government. This was the largest margin of victory for any of the five
constitutional amendments passed that day. This new constitutional provision,
effective January 1, 1992, says that no state law, executive order, rule or regula-
tion requiring additional expenditures by a local government will become elfec-
tive unless

■ The local government agrees to abide with the mandate;
■ The state provides funds to pay for the new mandatq
■ The state gives the local government authority to raise revenue to cover

the cost of the new mandate; or
■ The legislature enacts the mandate by a two-thirds vote of both houses.

The amendment does not apply to state laws or rules required for com-
pliance with federal standards (such as wastewater treatment or accommoda-
tions for the disabled), existing state mandates, laws requested by individual
political subdivisions, existing benefits for policemen and firefighters, laws defin-
ing crimes, or local school systems.

Supreme Couti Relaxes On January 15, 1992 the U.S. Supreme Coun ruled 6-2 that federal district courts
Consent. Decree Modification should use a more flexible standard than a 1932 “grievous wrong” standard in

respmrding to requests from state and local officials for changes in consent
decrees governing state and local institutions as a result of institutional reform
litigation. In Rufo v. Inmates of Suffolk County Jail, a case involving “double
celling,” the Court said that: ‘The upsurge of institutional reform litigation”
since 1954 “has made the ability of a district court to modify a decree in response
to changed circumstances all the more important.” However, “a party seeking
reedification of a consent decree bears the burden of establishing” that there has
been “a significant change in factual renditions or in law.” In an arrricrfsbrief, the
State and Local Legal Center had urged the Court to adopt a “less burdensome
alternative” standard. The Court did not go this far, but generally concurred with
the Center’s argument for federal deference to state and local officials. Within
the constraints of the “flexible standard” rule, said the Court, “the public interest
and . . the allocation of powers within our federal system . . . require that the
district court defer to lucal government admhistrators, who have the ‘primag
responsibility for elucidating, assessing, and solving’ the problems of instit utional
reform, to resolve the intricacies of implementing a decree modification.” Courts
should also recognize fiscal mncems “Financial constraints may not be used to
justify the creation or perpetuation of constitutional violations, but they are a
legitimate concern of government defendants” and “are appropriately cunsid-
ered in tailoring a mnsent decree modification.” The Court emphasized, howev-
er, that s~ate and Iucal officials should not be allowed to drive a decree down “to
the mnstltutiorral ftoofl if they bd miginally agreed to something more than that.

Local Governments IncreaseReliance In fiscal lW, local governments raised $72.7 billion from user fees and charges
on User Charges (e.g., hospital mnm charges, sewerage charges, airport fees). Revenues from

these charges were the second largest portion of local government own-source
general revenue (OSGR). Pcope@ tax% which amounted to $149.9 bilion, were
were the largest source of OSGR in 1990. The Bureau of the Census reported
that property taxes and user fees and charges accounted, respectively, for 46.7
percent and 22.6 percent of local OSGR.

Hospital charges were the largest revenue producers for local governments
in 1990-$21.9 billion, or 30.6 percent of all user charge revenues. Sewerage
charges were the second largest source of local user revenues in 1990–$12.8
billion, or 17.2 percent. Other major sources of user revenues were air transpor-
tation charges—$4.6 billion (6.3 percent] smritation other than sewerage
charges —$4.5billiorr (5.6 percent] school lunch sales -$3.4 billion (5. 1percent);
and higher education charges—$3.l billion (4.4 percent).

In recent years, local governments have hcreased their reliance on user fees
and charges. From fiscal year 1987to FY 1990, user charge revenues climbed 33.8
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Bush Bashes Mandates

percent, from$54.3billion to $72.7billion. In FY 1987, user fees accounted for
13.2 percent of 10CR1government general revenue (GR) and 21.4 percent of lucal
government OSGR. In FY 1990, the mrrespondirrg proportions were 14.2 per-
cent and 22.6 percent respectively (see Chart).

From 1972 to 1984, user fees and charges increased by 12.2 percent per
year–from $10.9 billion to $43.3 billion, or, from 16.6 percent to 22.0 percent of
local OSGR and from 10.4 percent to 13.3 percent of local GR. Between 1977
and 1980, user fees increased from 18.7 percent to 21.4 percent of OSGR and
from 10.7 percent to 12.0 percent of GR.

The increased reliance by local governments on user fees and charges is due,
in part, to declinirrg irrtergovemmental aid. Since 1979, the peak year, intergov-
ernmental revenues as a percentage of local GR have declined from 44.7 percent
to 37.4 percent in 1989and 1990(see Chart). Direct federal aid declined from 9,7
percent of lml GR (the peak year was 1978– 10.0 percent) to
3.6 percent. State aid, which contains an unknown amount of federal aid that is
subsequently passed through to local governments, declined from 35.0 percent of
local GR in 1979and 1980 to 32.7 percent in 1984.This proportion has since risen
to 33.8 oercent in 1990.. . . . . .

H governments irr Misstitppi relied on user fees and charges for 46.2
percent of their OSGR in 1990-the bigbest level in the muntry. Other states in
which local governments rely hatiy on user fees and charges are Alabam (38,8
~rcent), Idaho (36.1 percent), South Caroliia (35.7 percent), and ~nnessee (32.9
prcent). On the other hand, the District of Columbn received only 7.9 percent of
OSGR from user fees mrd charges. Other states in which local governments do not
rely bcavify on user fees and charges are Rhode Island (8,6 percent), Vemont (9.8
percent), Hawaii (10.2 percent), and Connecticut (10.3 percent).

Local User Charges as a Percentageof Own.SourceGeneralRevenue
and Total General Revenue, ~ 1965-1990
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In his State of the Union address on January 28, 1992, President Bush said “We
must put an end to unfinanced federal government mandates. These are require-
ments Congress puts on our cities, counties, and states—without supplying the
money. If the Congress passes a mandate, it should be forced to pay for it, and
balan;e the wst ~ith tivings elsewhere. After all, a mandate ]ust increases
someone else’s burden-and that means higher taxes at the state and local level.”
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The Prasiderrt’s ~ 93 Block me Prmident’s FY 93 budget pmpnaea a single mnwlidated blnck grant totaling
Grant Pmposrd $14.6 billion. The Administration haa modified the block grant (“turnover”)

proposal contained in the FY 92 budget in order to achieve general agreement
with representatives of state and local government. Five areas (education,
environment, health and human services, justice, and other programs) cover-
ing 24 program candidates are included in the FY 93 proposal (see table). The
major changes from the FY 92 proposals are the addition of education pro-
grams recommended by the governors and the deletion of housing and corn.
munity development programs, as recommended by local representatives. In
addition, transition provisions include a five-year phase-in period and main-
tenance of delivery systems features. Hold-harmless provisions are included
so that no state would be harmed as these programs are incorporated into the
new block grant. FY 97 outlays for the new block grant are projected to
increase to $15,7 billion, although funding shifts among individual Dro~rams
are also projected. - -

Block Grant Program Candidates
(millions of dollam)

Enacted
1992

~rrcatiom
Chapter 2 $517
College assistance migrant program 2
High school equivalency
Drug free schools and mmmunity act 6;
Vocational education 859
Education for homeless youth 10
Follow-through program ‘7
Adult education act (state grants) 175
Foreign language assistance 5
Student literacy corps 4
Workplace literacy partnerships 16
Literacy training for the homeless 8

Environment
Construction grants 2,196

Health and Human Services:
Maternal and child health blink grant 553
Sncial services blnck grant 2,SCS3
State welfare administration qenses—

Medicaid 2,649
AFDc 1.403
Focal stampa 1;457

Justim:
Drug control 341
Juvenite justice 68

Other Programx
Job training for the homeless
ASCS cost share #
Community service employment for older Americans 84
National and Community Services Act 38

Total 14,068

.-

$478 $450
22

64; 65;
961 1,138

22 25
7-

202 261
8-
4

16 1;
8 10

2,110

674
2,800

2,802
1,466
1.4%

1,162

674
2,800

1,672
1,681
1.672

502 496
58 8

11
171
85
57

14,622

17
127
75
73

15,726
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Is Education
Too

intergovern-
mental?

John Klncaid

I s education too intergovernmental? A hereti-
cal question? Perhaps not. Since passage of the
National Defense Education Act of 1958 and, espe-
cially, the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965, there has been a tremendous in-
crease in state and federal involvement in public
elementary and secondary (K-12) education.
Each new intervention and new institution (e.g.,
the U.S. Department of Education, created in
1980) has been heralded as a step toward better
education.

Yet, are wc better off? Apparently not. Our schools are so
bad, reported tbe National Commission on Excellence in
Education (NCEA), as to place the “nation at risk.’” Two
recent surveys found most American adults “unable to in-
terpret the main argument from a lengthy newspaper col-
umn, interpret a bus schedule, . . . or calculate the cost of a
number of items on an order form?’2 In 191, scores on
the Scholastic Aptitude Est declined for tbe foufih year in a
row. The national average vetil mre dropped to a record
low, and the avecage mathematia ~re fell for the fmt time
in a decade? Even The Wmtin@on Post editorialized ‘me
SAT wres are solid evidence of non-perfomance.’”

Why, after 30-some years of increasing intergovern-
mental activity, has educational performance declined?
The answer, perhaps, lies partly in a contradiction,
Virtually all of the factors most associated with academi-
cally effective education are school- and neighborhood-
based. Yet, we have shifted more control and financing of
education to state and national institutions.

Tday, intergovemmentalized education is big busi-
ness, larger than at any other time in our history. Yet,
reported NCEA “For the first lime in the history of our
country, the education skills of one generation will not
surpass, will not equal, will not even approach, those of
their parents.”

Despite dramatically increased state and federal
spending, policymaking, and research on public education,
“the number of private schools increased by nearly 30
percent during the 1980s, reaching 26,800, while the
number of public schools declined 3 percent, to 83,200.”
The number of children taught at home has increased
“from 10,tXIOin 1970 to over 300,M teday.”s

Even many public school teachers lack confidence in
the system. For example, a 1987 survey found that 62
percent of Milwaukee’s teachers did not want their own
children to go to the schools where they taught, and that
nearly half of their children attended private schools.6 Yet,
public educators opposed the limited “choice” program
offered in 1990 to l,0Ci3inner-city children in Milwaukee’s
public schools. These students can attend any public or
nonsectarian private school.

So, what will we do about the problem? Intergov-
ernmentalize education some more. Hold presidential-
gubernatorial summits, convene legislative hearings, pass
new laws, set national standards, mandate curricula,
commission studies, invent more teaching methods,
allocate more money to educatinn, and base teacher merit
pay on national test scores.

But who are the key players? Who has to make
education work? Teachers, students, and parents. There k
no escaping the fact that this simple pedagogical triangle is
the heart of education. Unless we strengthen the bonds of
learning, community, and affection among teachers,
students, and parents in each classroom, we will get more
unrewarding refomrs. Education will become more bureau-
cratic as it becomes more intergovernmental, and learning
wifl become more impe~nal as it is tied to more tests.

EWerience and research suggest that the principal
characteristics of academically effective schools include:
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High parental expectations of school and student
performance

School mutability to parents and Id -yen

Parent involvement in school affairs and their
children’s education

Rigorous scholastic standards

An orderly and safe school environment

Clear and fair discipltie policies

Strong administrative and instructional leader-
ship by the principal

~cher participation in decisionmaking, with a
measure of classroom autonomy

Well ttied and academically mmpetent teachem

A sense of community and participation among
students, teachers, and parents.

~ese characteristics are rooted in ~hools, homes,
and neighborhoods. Perhaps it should not be surprising,
therefore, that after decades of shifting authority to states
and to the federal government, public schools are not
meetirrg the nation’s needs.

Possible Intergovernmental Barriers
To Effective Wucation

Given the local foundations of effective whwlisrg,
intergovemmentalizisrg education poses a problem Of what
use are state and federal officials? hkisrg a hands-on role io
education, th=e off-site officials emptoy the tools most
readily available to them money and mandates.

Money and Achievement

Since Sputnik, a major reason for intergovemmental-
izing education has been to increase funding by tapping the
wealthier and presumably more progressive tax bases of
the states and the federal government. Per pupif spending
on public K-12 education has increased try more than 77
percent since 1970 in real (inffation-adjusted) dollars. In
FY 1989, state and local governments spent $185billion on
K-12 education, which was ahout 24 percent (and the single
largest category) of all state and Ioml spending. In FY
1991, M federal agencies spent about $59 billion for
programs that support the national education goals
articulated by President Bush and the governors in lW.

Although analysts disagree on exactly how U.S.
education spending compares to that of other nations,
most place the United States at or near the top. Yet,
Americans score at or near the bottom on proficiency tests
compared to students in other industrialized nations. Of
course, various factors affect test outcomes; nevertheless,
one is hard pressed to find indicatoca of a 77 percent
improvement in education to match the 77 percent
increase in spending.

One of the most consistent research findings is that
there is little, if any, relation between school spending and
student achievement. Aa early as 1971, a Rand Corpora-
tion study for the President’s Commission on School
Finance concluded that: “Increasing expenditures on
traditional edumtion practices is not likely to improve

educational outcomes substantially.”7 A recent study in
Ohio even reported that: “Xter mntrolIing for the
ovemhelming effects of family inmme and welfare rates,
lower spending Ohio public sehnol districts have higher
student achievement.”8 Indeed, Rand advised that “There
seem to be opportunities for sign~lcant reduction or
redirection of educational qenditures without deteriora-
tion in education outcomes.’*

Indeed, American parochial achwls seem to get better
education results for less dollars. How much better is
dkputed, but even where perfomrance between the two
systems is only equal, parochial achonls get that perform-
ance on less money.io

It is often objected, however, that even where
parochial achmls educate ~r, inner-city chifdren, their
students are still different from public school students
because they are self-selected. Parents chwse to send
their children to a parochial xhool for a better, sometfies
just safer, education. Also, parochial schools can reject
problem chitdren. But these poiots only highlight the point
that the key problems of education lie outside the
traditional, intergovernmental, money-and-mandates ap-
proaches to refom.

Equalization, Equity and Achievement
Another intergovernmentalapproach to increasing

funding is to equalize per pupif spending across districts.
Although equalisation has the laudable goal of improving

OPPoqunities fOr children ~ poor districts, there ia, again,
no evidence that more spending itself improves learning.

Education lobbyists refer to equalization as “fiscal
equity,” although “fiscal adequacy” is often the goal.
Given that high-spending districts resist spending
reductions and that a legislature is pressed to spread
money around the state, equalization can be a way to
ratchet up overall school spending.

Equalization is at least a way to shift more funding
from IH1 tax bases to the state’s tas base. This is a
politically astute move. til officials may not mind being
relieved of tax increase responsibilities, and educators can
marshall stronger lobbies in 50 state capitals than in 15,600
school districts. Yet, student perfomce does not increase
as states increase their share of funding. Children in
Hawaii, where the state provides the highest proportion
(87 percent) of school financing of afl the atatea, amred 35th
out of 37 states and three territories on the 1990 national
math assewment test. Chddren in New Mmieo, with the
second highest state share (74 percent) of school financing
and semnd highest federal share (12 percent), scored 30th.
Children in New Hampshire, where both the state and the
federal governments provide the smallest proportions (9
percent and 0.4 percent, respectively), wred 7th.” High
school students in New Hampshire also ranked the
highest in SAT and ACT scores. Students in North
Dakota, where teacher salaries and per pupil spending
are below the national average, scored the highest on the
national math test.

In focusing on fiscal differences among districts,
moreover, no one seems to ask whether high-spending
districts overspend. What message, for example, does a
high school country club atmosphere, with well equipped
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sports teams and cheerleader squads, send to students
about the value of studying calculus, reading The Souls of
Black Folk, or writing an essay? Perhaps this is one reaamr
why, on average, all types of students in all states, not just
dimdvantaged students, ~ored below grade level on the
19W math test, and why drugs, crime, and other problems
have spread to suburban schools. An indicator of unpro-
ductive overspending in high-income districts is that “the
average SAT verbal score at what are railed selective
colleges has dropped 50 to 60 points in the last 25 yeara.”iz

Certainly there are equity issues in state or federal
financing of high-spending districts. For example, because
private scbml tuition is not tax deductible, parents desiring
private-like public schools with small classes and extracur-
ricular amenities have evecy incentive to spread their costs
across all Incal and all state taxpayers rather than paying
the full bill themselves.

Finally, true fisral equity may require unequal
spending. Above-average pay, for example, may be needed
to attract good personnel to what teachers call “combat
zones.” Furthemrore, equalization programs target money
mostly to schuol districts, not social groups. Although
there is overlap between disadvantaged districts and
dimdvantaged groups, equity may require extra spending
for certain students in all districts. Thus, interdistrict
equalization does not necessarily channel adequate fund-
ing to the most needy children.

Equalization in California

The state with longest court-driven equalization
experience is California, whose supreme cous’theld the old
school-financing system unmnstitutional in 1976 (Semm
v. Pri~). Yet, Caliiomia has not lea@ ahead of other states
in edumtion performance. Jn fact, Peter Schmg, in a
commentary on Jonathan Koml’s Savage Irrcqualitics, raiaes
disturbing questions about Catiiomia.’3

For one, equalization reduced loral incentives to raise
taxes and improve schools, in part because tbe state’s
funding formula reduced state financing by one doOar for
each additional dollar raised from local property taxes.
Then, as funding for schools shifted increasingly from local
tax sources to state tax sources, especially because of
Proposition 13 (1978), California’s relative spending per
pupil dropped sharply. In 1970, California ranked 16th (and
above tbe national average) irrper pupil spending. In 19W,
it ranked 23rd; in 1989, it ranked 31st. In that year,
California ranked fourth in terns of the state’s share (66
percent) of funding for eduration.

Schrag alsu suggests that equatiition has weakened
links between schunls and community groups, while
strengthening the influence of professionals. Now that
lucal boards have little to do with achwl.tax rates, local
business, taxpayer, and civic groups are less motivated to
participate in acbwl affairs. Because school boards spend
the state and Inral dollars, however, professional edum-
tors have incentives to control the boards, in part by
financing achnnl board candidates. “A fiscal wntrol moves
to the state,” writes Schrag, “the mderate citizens’ groups
that once were the backbone of local government and local
schools are less and less involved.”

In turn, there apparently has been a reduction in
school accountability to communities and an increase irr

professional perquisites as scbnol boards have increased
teacher and administrator salaries while cutting program
spending. “No state,” notes Schrag, “has as large a gap
between what it pays its school employees and what it
spends on everything else. California is fifth in the nation
in teachers’ salaries and dead last —meaning worst —in
class size.” Citizens also find it difficult “to know who is
res~nsible for the financial problems of the local
schools-the board that allmtes the funds and over-
spends or mismanages them or tbe governor and legisla-
ture that fail to pony up enough to begin with.”

The lack of accountability and responsibility that arises
when one government raises money and another spends it
is a classic intergovernmental problem. To combat the
problem, the government that raises the money places
mandates on the governments that spend the money.

Bureaucracy Building

Intergovemmentalklng edueation tends to increase
bureaucracy because states and the federal government
need to expand and create agencies to monitor money
and enforce mandates. In turn, agencies down the line
need to increase personnel. More money and mandates
are then needed to fund and regulate administration,
and more administrators are needed to manage the new
money and mandates.

School bureaucracies in such cities as Chicago and
New York became notoriously bloated with the rise of
intergovemmentalized education. One observer argues
that New York City’s scbwl system, which spends “more
than $7,M per student —or 1.5times the national avemge—
with unimpressive results . . . is a jobs-and-patronage
machine overwhelmed with nnn-teaching personnel; a
kndoggte bomnza, where library books are purchased at
retail-plus. The system by some estimates spends as little
as half its funds on actual education.”t” Washington, DC’s
81,~student public =hnnl system has a mntraf staff of
about 1,5(SIpeople. DC’s archdiwese operates its 50,000-
student system with a headqumtem staff of 17.’5

It is precisely large central cities–the main centers of
severe public education failure —that have tbe largest
bureaucracies, which siphon monies from the intergovern-
mental pipeline and then add mandates to the diminished
flow that goes to classrooms. This ia another reason why
more money and mere equalition do not produce better
eduration. “Pouring more money into ineffective and
politically contentious bureaucracies will not benefit
disadvantaged children, but only increase the stakes for
political cuntrol.””

Much of this bureaucra~ is mandated by the state, and
snme of it is required by the federal government. In Ohio,
for example, a citizens review committee for a mral school
district found that administrative costs could hardly be cut
because all but one of tbe district’s administrative positions
are mandated by the state. me one non-mandated position
probably rannot be cut because, among other things, the
district must file at least 183 reports to the state each
year.” Given these restrictions and many other mandates
local residents can hardly be responsible citizens -us
intergovernmental rules Icave little room for lml refom
and sctf-govemment.
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InstitutionalBigness

Intergovemmentalimtion has also fostered institu-
tional bigness under the assumptions that mnsolidated
schml districts and mmprehensive schnnls, especially high
schwls, improve management, capture ecmromies of
scale, provide a richer curriculum, increase teacher
professionalism, enhance equity, and improve education.
One of the proudest achievements for many reformers has
been the reduction of independent schnol districts from
128,548 in 1932 to 14,741 as of 1987.

Obviously, these reforms have not improved educa-
tion, though they have increased costs, because most of the
underlying assumptions were faulty. For example, there is
some evidence that student achievement decreases as the
size of a schnnl district increases. 1s There is growing
evidence that large “comprehensive” whools of the kind
advncated in 1959by James B. Conant, a leading education
reformer, are often alienating, unmotivating, and uninno-
vative. Many districts are now breaking up such schuols or
reorganizing them into smaller schnols within schools w as
to promote community and common purpose among
students, teachers, and parents. 19

Mlde from bureaucracy, bigness improves the ability
of professional insiders to insulate a system from ordina~
citizen control. Yet, large systems are often less manage-
able than small ones; indeed, some big-city systems have
trouble recruiting a superintendent willin8 to take on the
job, even at high pay.20The Rand study, moreover, found
that “Innovation, responsiveness, and adaptation in
schonl systems decrease with size and depend upon
exogenous shocks to the system.”21

Bemuse of mnsolidation, some children in rural areas
spend as much as two houcs in the early morning and two
hours in the late afternoon riding to and from schnol. This
comes to abnut 20 hours a week spent on ~hnnl
buses–hardly an ideal learning environment–mmpared
to 30 hours a week in the classmnm.

As bigness reduces local citizen input, the external
shocks must come from the state or federal governments,
thus further intergovemmentalizing a problem largely
created by intergovemmental reform, and further distanc-
ing local citizens from school governance. Yet, as perform-
ance deteriorates, more people label it a “national crisis”
requiring a “national solut ion.” Hence, the more intergov-
ernmental the system becumes, the more intergovernme-
ntalit must become, such that we are now talking about
national standards, national tests, and perhaps even a
national curriculum.

Many reformers see mnsolidation as an unfinished
task. ‘fbday, the case is increasingly based on efficiency
(e.g., to reduce duplication). For example, the New Jersey
Governor’s Quality Education Commission recommended
that the state consolidate its ~ schuul districts into about
250 in order to cut administrative costs. 22But the major
source of these costs is state and federal mandates.
Fmthermore, the duplication lies mainly in administrative
staff. Consolidation does not reduce the number of
teachers needed in classruums.

Thus, administrative costs arising from intergover-
nmental mandates and money create pressure for more

intergovernmental intervention to cmrsolidate districts for
administrative eNiciency.Hence, achnnl dutricts may becnme
more efficient at prncewing intergovemmentrd mandates but
not necessarily more effective at educating chitdren.

InstitutionalProliferation
Intergovemmentalizing education also stimulates

institutionalproliferation.Whatwas once a Iml function
now involves the White House, executive agencies,
congressional mmmittees, and the feder’alcourts the
governor’soffice, state agencies, legislative committees,
statecomts, andstateschoolsof education;andnumerous
regionalandlucalgovernmentinstitutions.Whatwasonce
a public function now involves many private profit and
nonprofitenterprisesprovidingmoney, services, supplies,
personnel, lobbyists, and advice to schools, with numerous
consultants and researchers requiring government and
foundation sup~rt.

This increase in what is often called “institutional
capacity: but also has been called “governance busy-
ness ~~ZJhas ~incided with a decrease in student achieve-

ment, primarify because extemat institutions assume
responsibility for managing and reforming education, but
not for making sure that Juhnny and Juanita understand
their homework assignment. Fmthemrore, these external
institutions do not atwys mprate and mocdiiate tith each
other. Often they compete to penetrate wh~l systems.

Vertical &agmentatiOn
Thus, while school district consolidation is advanced

to rationalize the presumed nonsystem of horizontal
fragmentation, the proliferation of intergovernmental and
nongovernmental “education” institutions preduces a
nonsystem of vertical fragmentation, which makes “it very
difficult to achieve a inherent policy framework.”z~
Vertical fragmentation now hampers significant sectors of
the federal system. Large numbers of state and federal
legislative, executive, and judicial agencies exercise au-
thority, for example, over health care, environmental
protection, welfare, and education.

The fact that horizontal consolidation and vertical
fragmentation have mincided with declining education
performance should not be su~rising because, among
other things, veflical fragmentation introduces powerful
centrifugal forces into each school district as ext emal
institutions compete to pull teachers, parents, and stu-
dents in different directions, thus fragmenting the class-
room itself. Schools are subject to more external interven-
tions, and they must clear more bureaucratic and political
hurdles to accomplish objectives. For example, even
though leadership by a talented principal is important for
effective education, some principals spend as much or
more time outside of ach~l attending administrative
meetings than inside their schml helping teachers and
students. One outcome of vertical fragmentation, then, is
that off-sit e officials can diminish the effectiveness of
on-site factors by pulling key on-site personnel off site.

Vertical Inequity
Interguvernmentalized education also aggravates

imbalances in benefits awarded to classroom teachers
and non-classroom administrators, some of whom have
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never been in a classroom. Such imbalances signal
teachers that upward professional mobility lies in
management, not instruction.

Being the most valuable professional players in
education, one would think that classroom teachers would
get the biggest salaries. Not so. A teacher who wants to
make abetter living in education is well advised to become
an administrator, specialist, lobbyist, consultant, state
legislator, or education professor. The financial incentives
are all on the side of moving out of the classr~m and up
the administrative and intergovemmentat ladders. Institu-
tional proliferation further multiplies the non-classr~m
oppostrrnities avaifable.

The perks are up the ladder too. How many district,
regional, state, and federal education administrators work
in offices with no air conditioning? Some. How many
teachers and students work in classrooms with no air
conditioning? Many. Who is more likely to have a private
office, and with a carpet and telephone? Wbo is more likely
to attend, at public expense, high-level meetings on
improving education held in interesting places? Yet, who is
more likely to be assaulted by a troubled student? Who is
more tikely to comfort a distressed child?

InformationOverload

Institutionalproliferationhasalsuproducedaftuodof
information. The number of books, articles, papers,
repofls, speeches, seminars, conferences, and audiovisual
materials on education produced in the last 30 years is
astounding. Consider, for example, the Resources in
Ea’ucarion index for January-June 1991 published by the
Educational Resources Information Center. ERIC, estab-
~~hed in lM, is opemted by the U.S. Department of
Education. mere were 6,375 new entries for th~ one
sk-month period-more than ~ documents per ~hool day.

This information, however, is not readily translated
into school effectiveness, partly because some of it has only
marginal value, and partly because no teacher or parent
can cope with it. How does a teacher rationally choose
from among W ways to teach fractions? Decisions to
implement “the latest research” are frequently made by
administrators and professors who have time to attend to
information because they are not in the classrmm. Given
their influence over the int ergovemmental and profes-
sional networks of decisionmaking and communication,
actors outside of the classroom are in strong positions to
channel fads to classrooms. Hence, bizarre ideas some-
times infect entire scb~l systems.

This flood of information may also undermine the
confidence of some parents and teachers by creating the
illusion that the expects know better. Suwessful teachers
are regularly urged to adopt new methods to be more
successful. Parents, led to believe that their ideas are
old-fashioned, are encouraged to leave education to the
expefls. For some parents, this leads to inflated expecta-
tions and more demands on schooly for others, it leads to
disclaimers of responsibility for their children’s behavior.

Yet, the quality of some of today’s expertise is
questionable. Much time and money, for example, have
been spent on improving textbooks. Textbonk production is

now an expensive and elaborate process involving teams of
qerts. Even so, student achievement has not increased
accordingly, and the ~xas Board of Education found it
necessmy in early 192 to fme several publishers $239,5M
for more than 3,7~ errors dismvered in several U.S.
history texts adopted for the state’s Schmls.fi

State bhby Building
Another outcome of irrtergovermnentaliicd education

has been the transJonnation of state tcachem’ mtions
into ~wefiul lo~les, eapcciatfy in atate capitals. Untit the
early 1~, mmt of these organizations were potiticatly inert
*1 setice associations. fndecd, tbe pcincipat ratiomle for
meating independent Wool districts in the l%h centmy w
to shield education from the partisan potitid and patromge
pressures of general govemnrent. Although we maintain
inde~ndent school dstricts in form today, their indepen-
dence has been cmtaited by intergovemmentalition, which
has pulled them back into the partisan political process,
though not that of nemby local governments, but of the state
and fedeml governments.

As tbe state and federal governments increased their
roles in education financing and policymaking after tbe
1950s, teachers’ organizations, representing the nation’s
single largest group of public employees, found both
opwrtunities and incentives to lobby in the state capitals
and Washington, DC. Today, in most states, teschers’
organizations are the most inflnentird interest groups in
state politics.26 The single largest, or one of the largest,
contributors to state legislative and gubernatorial candi-
dates is often the political action cnmmittee of the state
teachem’ organization. In turn, there has heen an incr- in
tmchers serving in legislatures since the 1%0s. Some states
protect the job of teacher-legislators, and a xbool csn
sometimes save money by paying a substitute at a lower rate
whale the classroom teacher is off on legislative busine~.

The increase in education lobbying and teacher-
legislators has corresponded with more state spending and
mandates, but not with increased student achievement.
This should not be sm’prising because lobbying organiza-
tions exist to benefit their members. ~achers’ organiza-
tions are naturally interested in more state and federal
spending and mandates that override less favorable tax and
policy decisions made by local school boards.

These lobbying organizations reflect the contmdic-
tions that develop in intergovernmentalized education.
For example, they generally support:

Higher teacher pay and benefits
Greater job security
Better retirement benefits
Smaller classes
Higher taxes and spending for education
Statetide fiscal equaltition

but oppose:

Teacher competency testing
Merit pay
Atternate teacher certflmtion
Student performance assessment testing
Scbwl report cards
Schonl choice.
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There is nothing inappropriate about teachers lobby-
ing for higher pay and benefits in a democratic society, and
given the importance of education, mmpensation should
be commensurate with teachers’ key role in schooling.
However, because lob~lng organizations thrive when they
benefit their members (i.e., teachers), not nonmembers
(i.e., students and parents), the lobbying incentives are to
maximize members’ benefits and minimize threats to those
benefits. Policies that tie benefits to teacher merit and
cnmpeteng or to school and student performance render
benefits less secure and more variable among members,
thereby weakening the organization’s unity and political
clout. Noncentralized policymaking by local school boards
poses a similar threat, as well as a divide- and-conquer dan-
ger to the organtition.

Hence, there are strong incentives to (1) criticize
outcome measures (e.g., if we test students, teachers will
only teach to the test), (2) base benefit claims on input
measures of resources and professionalism (e.g., spending
and graduate school education credits), (3) link benefit
claims to the public interest (e.g., better paid teachers
produce better educated students), and (4) centralize
decisionmakmg in the state capital and, failing that, tbe
federal government.

Intergovernmental Supports
For Effective Education

Other facets of intergovemmentalized education,
especially grants-in-aid and unfunded mandates, could be
examined, but the above points raise enough concerns
about intergovernmental approaches to education. An
underlying problem is that the intergovemmentalimtion
of nearly all domestic policy has largely ignored the diverse
characteristics of different policy areas. In environmental
protection, for ample, a state or the federal government
can mandate both exact levels of pollution reduction and
their attainment by local governments over a specified
period, so long as sufficient money and technology are
available. In education, a state can mandate the teaching of
algebra but not its attainment as a learned skill by students.
We fine and imprison polluters, therefore, but not teachers
whose students fall short of mandated learning objectives.
Thus, intergovernmental behavior that is effective in one
policy area may be ineffective in another area.

Federal Rolex V1siorr,Not Provision

Defining useful roles for the federal government in
K-12 education is difficult, partly because the U.S.
Constitution does not envision a direct federal role.
However, the federal government has supported eduea-
tion since the Northwest Ordinance of 1787. History
suggests a valuable federal role defined in terms of the
basic parameters and capacity of education: guaranteeing
fundamental rights, protecting equal opportunity, target-
ing resources to ensure essential capacities for education,
and affming a compelling nonnative vision of education.

Given the highly intergovernmental nature of domes-
tic policy, the federal government must now, by necessity,
coordinate its myriad health, welfare, housing, and other
social policies with education, or at least ensure that these

policies do not adversely affect education. A related role
lies in a rarely mentioned goal of the President’s “her’ica
20CHIEduation Strateg~ that is, reducing federal
regulatory mnstraints to allow more flexibility in state and
local uses of federal resources.

It is often said that the federal government should
provide information, especially about school perform-
ance; sponsor research; and underwrite experiments and
demonstration projects. Such efforts, however, have had
mixed results and have not, thus far, stemmed the
decline of education.

Federal-aid efforts also need reexamination. The
National Defense Education Act of 1958, for example, was
intended to make Anrerican math, science, and foreign
language instruction the best in the world. Today,
student achievement in these subjects is among the
worst in the world. Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) was aimed at
disadvantaged students. The act helped many children,
but, as a group, the “disadvantaged” have become an
“underclass” falling farther behind educationally in a
technologically demanding society. Title V of ESEA,
which funded state education agencies, was more
successful. The agencies grew in size and power.

State Rules: Provision, Not Prodrrctiun

Being mandated by their constitutions to provide for
education, states occupy the keystone position in educa-
tion. They determine most of the organization, rules,
standards, and financing of education. Historically, states
have met their institutional obligation by providing for
education but not preducing it. production haa been
delegated to local govemment$ usually independent school
dtiricts-logical sitea, given that the producem and consum-
ers of education are teache~ students, and parents.

Aa education has become more intergovernmental,
however, states have moved more into production. This
role is problematic because it can lead to a General Motors
model of education in which off-site headquarters staff
manage production by money and mandates while on-site
production staff go through the assembly motions. In turn,
two giant forces, management (state officials) and labor
(teachers), contend over production and benefits, all the
while producing more costly and less competitive products.
At least with automobiles, consumers can switch to
Japanese models. Few parents can switch their chifdren to
Japanese schools.

States need to return to basicaby defining their roles in
ternrs of the producers of education and in terms of the
characteristics of academically effective K-12 schools,
rather than mandating “one best system.”z~ Given the
school-based nature of effective education, states need to
redefine their intervention to concentrate on provtilon
decisions, leaving production largely to the producers.
State provision decisions are cmcial for the producers
because states determine such matters as the organizationa-
1 choices available to producers, the incentives that drive
the system, the methods and equity of schml fiincing, and
the standards of quatity _ed from aehools. In addition,
given the variabfity of schools and theti studens the state



may have to perform different roles for dtferent places,
perscrns, and facets of K-12 education.

Of course, states are also responsible for guaranteeing
rights and equal oppofiunity, ensuring essential capacities
for education, and affirming a compelling vision of
education. Even more than the federal government,
states, as the legal administrators of most of the nation’s
social programs, bear principal responsibility for coordi-
nating state and federal health, welfare, housing, crime,
and other social policies with education.

The Missing lGR Link Local Semite Integration

There is one area in which education may not be
intergovernmental enough, namely, relations between
schools and neighboring local governments. Whether or
not a school district is independent, schools most
interact with surrounding county, municipal, township,
and special district governments. Teachers, students,
and parents must work with social workers, health care
professionals, police officers, housing officials, and so
forth. Yet, each policy field is encased in its own
intergovernmentat pillar, such that local officials often
communicate upward to their state and federal counter-
parts more than they communicate across town to each
other.

These armngements pose barriers to school-based
service integration. Such integration requires, among
other things, coordination by the people who are at the
point where integration is needed; yet, the various
agencies, including schools, that should engage in coordi-
nation are often either reluctant or legally unable to cross
jurisdictional lines.

Conclusion

The rise of intergovernmentalized education and
the decline of student achievement suggest that tradi-
tional intergovernmental approaches to education re-
form have produced deficiencies in the institutional
arrangements for education and distortions in the
environment of education. Despite the school-based
nature of effective education, intergovernmental links
occur least where they should occur most, namely,
horizontally among local service agencies. Given the
structure of power, however, intergovernmental links
occur most where they should occur least, namely,
vertically. Hence, responses to the “crisis in education”
continue Iargety along traditional intergovernmental
lines. Corrective action can be taken by recognizing the
characteristics of academically effective schools and
then organizing the necessary intergovernmental ar-
rangements around them so as to support dedicated
teachers, sustain student learning, and help parents
realize the best for their children.
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Federal
Anti-Crime

Efforts:
The Fallout

on State
and Local

Governments
Vivian E. Watts

~ongress recessed for 1991 without passing
an anti-crime bill. There is little agreement on
whether this is a net loss. Advocates for a num-
ber of highly charged issues, includlng gun con-
trol, extending the death penalty, limiting death
row appeals, authorizing illegal searches, as well
as enacting new initiatives in the war on drugs
and youth gangs, express dismay over lack of con-
gressional action. A more jaundiced vim reflects
that this would have been the sixth major
anti-crime bill since 1982, each of wh]ch has had
less effect than its accompanying rhetoric prom-
ised, in no small part because at least 90 percent
of the war on crime is fought by the states and lo-
calities, not by federal action.

Within these differing perspectives, one aspect of federal
anti-crime legislation that has received very little public
debate has been its trend toward a significant shift in inter-
governmental power. Some of the intergovernmental con-
cerns involve basic issues of federalism, state and Iwl bud-
get irrrpacts,mandates, and public mtiidenm. The more light
that is shed on these issues, the more the inevitable next
round of federal anti-crime legislation can bc shaped toward
the most effective Partnemhip.

Federalism
The only federal crime defined irr the U.S. Constitu-

tion is treason against the United States, Criminal justice
was seen by the founders as a function of the states,
reflecting an historic fear of a central police authority.
However, increasingly in the last 60 years, numerous acts
of the Congress have cataloged more than 3,000 crimes
that can be prosecuted irr the federal courts. The
anti-crime proposals passed by one or both houses of
Congress in 1991 included even more incentives to move
more criminal prosecutions out of the state and local
crimirral justice systems into the federal system.

Increasing Mandatory Federal Sentences. Some of the
provisions for increased penalties included:

Fuesmrs in comm~:on of a violent or drug-related
crime

10 years for possessio~
20 years for dischargq
30 years for use of silencer or machine gun; and
20 years for possession if it is a second offense.

Dregs

Higher penalties for sale at truck stops and
highway rest areay and
10 years for sellirrg drugs to minors or using
minors in dmg activities.

Career Criminals

Ltie without parole for third conviction of a drug
andlor a violent crime.

Drunk Driving on Federal Lands

1 year if a child (under age 18) is in caq
5 years if serious bodily injury to a child; and
10 years if death occurs.

Death Penal~

Extended to more than W crimes, with a House
fl~r amendment reducing the burden of proof to
“reckless disregard for human life” rather than
“intent to kill.”

Shifting Prosecution from State to Federal Courts.
Whether these crimes-or others irr the U.S. Code–are
prosecuted as federal or state offenses does not depend on
whether a federal law errforcement officer makes the ar-
rest. L-l law enforcement officials and prosecutors may
urge the U.S. District Attorney to prosecute Itil arrests,
especially if the penalty understate law is signfilcarrtly less
than the federal penalty. Although most U.S. District At-
torneys are not eager to add to their caseloads, certain
cases or types of cases may have great political or personal
appeal. Such prosecutions helped fuel a 229 percent in.
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crease in the number of drug cases filed in federal district
courts since 19g0, mmpared to only a 56 percent increase
in the total number of criminal cases.

Direct extension of federal law enforcement was
encouraged ftier in 1991legislativepro~sals throughthe
aeation of targetedprogramsfor “drugemergen~ areas”
andforruraldrugprevention.RuralDrugEnforcement~sk
Forceswere to have hea~ representationof fedeml law
enforcementauthoritiesand cmaa-designationof fdeml
offlcerato emble them to enforce state law. me “drug
emergency areas” provision authorized the President to
“ducct any Fdeml agenq, with or without reimbu~ment,
to utilize its authorities and the rewurces granted to it under
Federat law” in support of state and local efforts.

NationaIizbrg Capital Punishment through Federal Jrr.
risdiction. There haa been little public concern abuut substi-
tuting federal action for lml prosecution or for state sen-
tencing. Overburdened state crimiil justice systems are not
inclined to argue that they shodd have more cases. However,
the 1991antiuime legislation would have made it powible to
imp the death Pnalty in the 14states plus the Dmrict of
Cohrmbm where it dws not now exist by ahiitirrgcases to fd-
eral jurisdiction. Death pemlty opponents regarded this as a
direct affront on state wvereignty.

In particuh, one succedul floor amendment would
have estibltied federal jutitction over a crime Cmnrrritted
with a fuearm, simplybecause the fucarm - acrm state
or mtional borrfem at any time since its mamrfacture. ~
pr~lon had the prrtential for mtig virtually any fum
homicide case from a state murt into federal court.

Limiting Criminal Habeas Corpus Appeals under the
U.S. Constitution. It should be noted, however, that expan-
sion of the federal presence in criminal justice has been di-
rected solely toward increased law enforcement in the last
decade. It has not represented a desire to centralize all
criminal justice issues. In fact, the 191 provisions on
habeas corpus (a petition to a cocrti to review tbe legality of
a person being detained) and the mclusionary rule (need
for a ~ch wanant) would have reduced federal mmt re-
view of state law enfo~ment activities and set the stage for
placing the interpretation of such matters back under state
institutional protections and state appeltate mm rutirr&.

Since every state cmrstitution has a bfll of rights that is
at least as strong as the federal Constitution’s, the shift
back to the states need not reduce effective legal action in
the long term. However, in the near term, these state
provisions have seldom been used as the basis for appeal;
therefore, little case law has been developed applying
these state protections.

~ose who argue that criminals abuse the appeals
prm~ cite a Wfold increase in fedeml habeas m~us
petitions since 1945, which is far in areas of the four-fold
increase in the rtation’s prisoner population. ‘flrose who
believe that current protections afforded by federal appeals
should be kept in ptace, ~ecially for inmates facing the
death Pnalty, point out that the ZO-fold increase encom-
- @iOns of the 19* and 1~ that are “ot
representative of the current situation. In the last 15 y-
the number of fedeml habeas mrpus petitions baa increased
at only half the rate of the increase in ptin poprdations.

Proposed changes to the mclusionary rules of evi-
dence reflect recent Fourth Amendment rulings by the
U.S. Supreme Comt. Under their constitutions, states can
maintain exclusionary rule provisions that are more
limiting than the gocd-faith exception that the U.S.
Supreme Court has upheld in interpreting the federal
Constitution. However, for a case involving a questionable
search, the 1S91 anti-crime legislation may provide the
OPwfiunitY fOr 10U1 law enforcement and prosecutors tO
cucumvent stricter state rules by getting a U.S. district
attorney to take the case into fedecal murt.

Budget Impacts

It has been almost as difficult for most state legislators
to vote against increased cciminal penalties as it has been
for members of Congress. Changes in federal criminal laws
are fully revered in the newa media. Aa a result, these laws
often become the measure by which citizens judge state
and local officials.

This p-as haa created an uprd apical. State elected
offlcia~ pmaecutora, and judges have frequently acted to
match tough federal statutes, in the same way that members
of Congrex have Iuoked at indlvidurd states that have the
toughest ~rralties for ways to enhance fedeml penalties
which in turn irrftuenm still more states to follow suit. me
apimt ti ia fed by the mobiity of certain types of ~
activity, creating the fear that criminata wilt move into any
state with lesser pemlties and/or lesser enforcement.

Tbia upward spiral of longer scntenms and increased
~ pemlties haa &n targely reaponsble for the
15-year record growth in state and local mrrectional budgets,
outstripping even the rate of growth in Mdlcaid funding
during most of those yearn. Because of these mt$ state and
l-l officials inmeasin~y are expressing cmrcem about
federal anti-crime legislation. ~ey pnirrt out that members
of Congress and the President get plitical credb for being
tough on crime, even if tbe new law are seldom enforced
through the federal crimiil justice ~tem and little impact is
felt on the fedeml budget. In fact, the states and localities
bear the brunt by having to increase their criminal justice
expenditures to meet heightened public expectations. In
cmrtrast, when states increase criminal penalties, they
have no choice but to enforce those laws and pay the full
costs from prosecution through imprisonment out of
cument tax revenues.

Federal Funding. Federal legislation has included
some funding for state and local criminal justice activities.
There are two perennial issues, howevec How is it tar-
geted? Is it enough?

Intergovernmental funding of ~ justice is affected
buth by the mreven dktfiution of crirnibral activity and by
dflering mmmunity standards. me incidence of crime mries
significantly on a per peramr bask from region to region

UCR Crime Rate/100,000 Population

West 6,405
South 5,256
National Average 5,206
Midwest 4,657
Northeast 4,627
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State and local re~nsc to tie alsu varies. The foltmving
data reflect regional dtierences in the Iiielilrood of arrest
and conviction in relation to the number of crimes reportd

Penal Control/100 Crimes Reported

South 28.5
National Average 24.0
Midwest 2s).8
Northeast 20.7
West 18.8

A greater Iikelihucd of arrest and conviction will substan-
tially increase total state criminal justice spending as much
as an increase in crime. At issue, then, is whether federal
funding should support a general increase in law enforce-
ment activity in all states and Imlities, or whether it should
be targeted to ptaces where crisne is the bigbest.

The question of whether federal funding is enough to
match federal pulicy initiatives is usually given a resound-
ing “NO.” For example, in testimony before Congress in
May 1590, an NCSL spokespe~n pointed out that the $6
million included in the President’s “Crime Control Act of
1989” for states agreeing to adopt nrmr&tury sentencing for
certain fiiearnr offenses would allow for the mnstnrction of
only 2.2 Ms per state, without even mnsidering the annuat
uperating mt per ismrate.

Federal Mandates and Sewi@s

The amount of debate on mandates is often directly
proportional to the amount of funding they include. For
example, cities, munties, and states objected strenuously
to a federally imposed “Police Officers’ Bifl of Rights” that
set standards for internal investigations of ~lice activity.
The National League of Cities described its provisions as
reading like a lucal personnel manual.

The amount of debate on establishing a nationwide
computerized ~stem of background checks for firearm
purchases was more subdued. The difference hinges on the
fact that a state of the art data bank represents an
improvement that many states would like to make, money
was authorized to help those states mmputerize, and the
effect on states that have systems was unclear. However,
these mnsiderations did not overmme the classic issues
that arise au often under federal mandates, even when they
are partially funded: (1) the funding may not be enough, (2)
subsequent agenq regulations have the potential to
significantly increase the costs on all states, and (3) failure
to mmply would incur a significant withholding of other
state criminal justice funding.

An alternative to mandating state and local progmms
is for tbe federal government to take on the responsibility
directly. Such initiatives in the 1991 anti-crime legislation
included establishing federal regional drug treatment
priwns and boot camps for state prisoners, training law
enforcement officers, and increasing federal law enforce-
ment through “drug emergency areas” and rural drug task
forces. Such propsals mme back to basic questions Is the
current crirrre problem such that federal action must be
substituted for state and Iucal re~rrsibility? Is it inappro-

priate to be mncemed abuut intended institutional
mnatraints on a centralized police puwer?

Public Confidence

The final focus of intergovernmental concern could
have been given several different labels, such as fiscal
impact, system ordination, or, simply, effectiveness.
However, public confidence ultimately enmmpasses all of
these issues because the public ~ects results. However,
short-term results depend not only on. new laws being
placed on the hka but on enforcement and, most
importantly, on carry-through. Further, many argue that
long-term results depend on prevention and treatment.

Although some treatment issues were addressed, the
1991 anti-crime bill was weighted toward law enforcement,
that is, catching criminals with the assumption that they
will be lucked up to serve tough mandated sentences. For
example, the proposed scholarship assistance muld be
repaid only by working in a state or lucal ~lice force after
graduation, not by working as a probation officer, a
mrrectional guard, or a murt employee.

The only attention given to the impact on the courts,
prosecution, and public defense was Senate language
asking the Judicial Conference to recommend additional
judgeships based on workload models developed by the
General hunting Office rather than on historical data.
me legislative language noted that it has taken 502 days
on average to fill federal judicial vacancies.)

Even a proposed “National Commission to Support
Law Enforcement” was mncentrated on police officials.
No judicial, correctional, or state and local elected officials
were stipulated in its makeup. ~is is in mntrast to the
1965 Presidential Commission on Law Enforcement and
the Administration of Justice, which was cited as a model
for the 1991mmmission, and in contrast to the recommen-
dations of the International Association of Chiefs of Police
mnveyed to President Bush in lW.

Thus, public mrrfidence in government’s ability to deal
with crime is tested in several ways because of tbe lack of
mnsideration of a bruad range of intergovernmental issues
in federal anti-crime legislation

■

■

■

Constitutional responsibility: llre fact that federal
courts account for only 4 percent of all felony
mnvictions (this excludes traffiq juvenile, and
petty crimes, such as disorderly ~nduct and
shoplifting) means that changes in federal law
may have little effect on the street.

Interagency, interbmrrch, and inte~ovemmental im-
pucts: Assuming state and Iml governments did
follow the federal lead, heavy emphasis on
enforcement without addresing the abtity of the
rest of the criminal justice ~tem to re~nd raises
public dutruat of revolving dour justice.

Intergovernmental finding: Funding has not been
addressed. There were no propused budget
allocations for the federal anti-crime provisions
had they passed. Thus, tbe potential for tough
laws without follow-through existed.
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■ Budget impacts: State and local officials are
increasingly less able to appear as concerned as
their congressional counterparts in fighting crime
with new legislation. They must fund the results of
past legislation. It til take leadership at all levels to
help the public amt through the true cost of crime.

There are no simple answers. However, as dealing
with crime is one of themost critical budget issues facing
state and county governments, one of the most debilitating
issues facing our nation’s major cities, and one of the po-
tentially most sign~lcant areas of intergovernmental
change, ACIR is vitally interested. A report on the role of
general government elected officials in the criminal justice
system will be released this year. Informed debate among
county council members, mayors, members of Congress,
state legislators, governors, and the office of the President
is essential to build public confidence in meeting the chal-
lenge of crime.

Nvian E. Watts isproject director of the Crirninrd

Justice study at ACIR.

Building Consensus on Development Issues
(continued fmm page 22)

While there are value differences in many growth
management conflicts, these problems tend to be more

distributionaL As such, they may be amenable to a
negotiation process. Mediators know that, in spite of basic

value differences, issues can be reframed to find areas of
mutual interest.

How can the process deal with the regional nature of
housing, economic development, and natural resource
problems? At one level, this isareprcsentation issue–

who are the affected parties? The discussions may have to

be widened beyond the local government, developer, and

community members. Mediators often can identify those
interests. For example, in an EPA action against the city of

Sheridan, Wyoming, for water quality violations, the
mediator found that it was a growing regional problem, and

brought into the negotiations state and regional agencies
and the state legislature. The resulting agreement on
water treatment will sewc a broader area with thou=nds

of residents over the coming decade.
Some states have established special regional bodies

or planning review processes. Other states have set up
special commissions to deal with issues related to water
basins nr ecosystems. In Florida, for example, special water
management districts govern uses within naturally defined
water basins. Conflicts often emerge when these natural
boundaries cross jurisdictional lines.

Conclusion

Consensus-building approaches are not replacements
for the traditional methods of resolving disputes. They are

creative supplements that engage the affected interests
within a community ina Legitimate public policy debate.
These are not winner-take-all situations, but consen-
sus-based negotiations in which the agreements must
satisfy all participants’ interests. These agreements maybe
converted into the formal Wlitical and legal structures as
statutes, ordinances, or regulations; as consent agreements;
as conditions for permits and Iicenwv and as contracts.

These approaches have the potential for broadening
the options available to those seeking an acceptable
balance between economic development and environmen-
tal conservation. This delicate balance can aBow for
progress in harmony with the environment and equity in
the allocation of costs and benefits.

Borbarn Sheen Todd is choir of the Pinellas County
Commission, Florida, and second vice president of the
National Association of Counties. She also is a found-
ing member of the advisoy council of the Flon’da
Growth Management Conflict Resolution Consortium.

Robert M, Jones is director of the Florida Growth
Management Conflict Resolution Consortium.

This article is adapted from ‘A Delicate Balance:
Bailding Consensus and Resolving Conflict on Eco-
nomic Development and Environmental Protection in
Growing Communities, ” presented at the conference
on Federalism: Problems and Experiences in Moscow,
December 19, 1991.
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State
AC IRS

and County
Research

Beverly Cigler

T he research roles of most state advisory
commissions on intergovernmental relations
(state ACIRS) are limited, given their small
staffs and budgets as well as sometimes narrow
mandates for research.’ Some state ACIRS,how-
ever, produce valuable reports that should be of
widespread interest. This article outlines some
of the recent state ACIR research on counties,
which are growing in importance in many states
because of their regional scope and increasing
service delivery responsibilities, especially in
human services and the environment.’ The in-
formation came from telephone interviews con-
ducted with state ACIR executive directors in
January and February 1991 and a reading of re-
cent state ACIR publications.

Very few of the state ACIR directors interviewed claimed
that their organizations do county-specflc research. F1ori-
da, New Jersey, and South Carolina, however, have pro-
duced a number of county studies. Reports that relate in
part to counties have been completed in Tennessee and
New York, while several universities in Ohio produced a
report for the state commission with national implications.
T’trese reports highlight important topics for counties, such
as f~ difficulties, tax-base sharing, economic impacts, func-
tions and structures, and planning for the future.

The Revenue Squeeze on Small Counties
Florida’s ACIR @LACIR) recently published

Florida’s Small Counties: A Profile of Service Demands and

Revenues (lW1), which fmuses on the limited revenue
generating capacity of small counties (i.e., those with less
than 50,~ population) to meet expanding service needs.
County service delive!y responsibilities have increased
dramatically for comprehensive planning, water and
sewer, solid waste, industrial development, and public
safety (including fire control, detention and corrections,
and ambulance and rescue). At the same time, there has
been a decrease in the number of small counties providing
health and mental health, employment programs, housing,
libraries, and parks and recreation programs. Despite that
drop, the other increases suggest that Florida’s small
cuunties are experiencing or facing the prospect of
becoming comprehensive service providers.

Many of the setvice demands on Florida’s small
munties are related to state and federal mandates.
Examples include jail construction and environmental
protection (i.e., density requirements forseptictanks, solid
waste plans, and recycling programs). Federal clean water,
safe drinking water, clean air, and resource conservation
and reeoveV mandates alau contribute to the small county
service ditemma. County contributions to health care for
indigent patients are mandated by the state as well. The
1985 Florida comprehensive planning and land develop-
ment act alau increases the counties’ costs of preparing
plans and regulations. Finally, small counties are especial-
ly hard hit as a result of their ultimate responsibility for
covering salary deficiencies for constitutional officers,
which is another state mandate.

The state ACIR directors documented that county
governments in generat are ~eriencing a service demand
~losion, and that this trend likely will continue. This
development may pose problems, especially for small
counties because of their dependence on intergovernme-
ntalrevenues and their relative lack of flexibility in turning
to alternative revenue sources. In Florida, as elsewhere,
the primarily rural character of small counties precludes
them from taking advantage of revenue generating options
available to more populated jurisdictions. Small counties,
for exsmpte, find that establishing enterprise funds usually
is not economically feasible. Similar conclusions are made
for various types of licenses, such as an occupational
license tax on businesses, occupations, and professions, or
impact fees (which are expensive to administ er).3

The Florida report examines potential additional
revenue sources as a remedy for small counties facing fiscal
constraints. The study also looks at the role of the state in
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maintaining the f-l health of lucal governments, including
pruviding help with administrative shoflmmings mnong anmll
cuunties (e.g., wiatanm with fwcial mamgement).

The data for the Florida repurt were @llected through
FACfR’s recently developed Lucal Government Facsimile
Network @AXNET), a tml to aid in estimating the impact
of pre Iegialation affecting cuunties and municipalities.
Whh FAXNET, FACIR mmmunica,tes quickly and efficiently
with Id government members. Although the methdolo~
k Iirnitcd trecarraenot all govemrsrents have FAX machmes, it
dues give FLACfR a relatively guud idea of the impscta that
certain bills would have on l-l governments.

Tax.Base Sharing

Ohio’s State and Lncal Government Commksion
(SLGC) furnished a research grant to Wright Stste
University and other cooperating universities (Akron,
Tuledo, Ohio, Cincinnati) to produce a monograph
entitled Tzs Base Sharing: An Evaluation of Its Use and Its
Pot@”rrf in th State of Ohio (lw). ‘fIre dwument ~ould ~
of interest to myone seeking creative ecunomic development
approaches for meeting infsastmcture and acrvice needs. me
report f- on acveral Ohio initiativ% including a

P-~ MOntgomew COunv (part of the Mnmi Valfcy
region of auuthweatem Ohm) to spur mnomic development
through muntywide sharing of the srdcs tree base. This

P- ia the mOst ~teresttig tax-bsae sharing initiative
since Misrsrmta’s Fiscal D@rities Act of 1971.me reprt
alw evaluates regional coopemtion venturca mtiormlly.

Tu.sBase Sha”ng also includes a study of the 1percent
cuunty sales tsx levied since 1983 and a plan for sharing the
tax revenue in Washington County, Ohio. Unlike Min-
nesota’s seven-county tax-base sharing mndel for the Mln
Cities metropolitan area, which attempts to reduce ful
disparities and induce regional cuuperstion, Ohio’s Wash-
ington County program k concerned only with infmstruc-
ture improvements. The county ia primarily rural, and is a
guud example of the increased cunperation in rural
counties that the state ACIR directors mentioned dining
telephone interviews.

There is renewed interest isr tax-base sharing among
researched and practitioners mncemed with prospects for
regional mpemtion to cuunternct destmctive interjuria-
dictional competition. The state ACIR directors pirrted to
changes in many states regarding county roles in promot-
ing reaaunable and environmentally suund land use
practices, cuurdirrating economic development, and meet-
irrg increased sesvice and infrastructure needs.

The Ohio repm’t explains tsx-base sharing and
outlines state legal restrictions on formulating sharing
arrangements among Iml governments. Survey results
from a study of experience, knowledge, and perception of
tsx-base sharing in Ohio Iml governments are presented,
along with data on several municipal initiatives. Despite
obstacles to political acceptability and lingering questions
abuut the outcomes, tnx-base sharing likely will be an
option mmined by many counties and regions.

Economic Impact Studies

The ‘Iknnessee ACIR ~ACIR) prcduced repmts on
specific counties as the result of a Iegklative directive to

investigate the ecunomic impact of the Saturn automobile
plant. Although primarily analyses of questionnaires
completed by thousands of pntential plant employees, the
studies made use of the Rnnessee Industrial Lncation
Impact Mcdel (PC TfLI) developed by TACIR and the
University of Tennessee. ‘The mndel was designed for
personal mmputers to assist communities in understand-
ing the fiaml impact of a major new development so they
cms estimate what public services will be requked and at
what cost. TACIR alsu published the Tennessee County
Data Book (1989), which contains sncioecunomic, fisml,
and infrastructure data.

Functional Studies
The New Jersey Commission on County and Munici-

pal Government (formerly the County and Municipal
Government Study Commission) has pruduced the largest
number of county research reports of any state ACIR,
beginning in the late 19dOs.The De{ivery of Human Services
w“thin Ncw Jersv (1~) Comtions Policy for the ’90s (1989),
Semices for the Elderly: Current arrdFutureNeeds (1988), and
Solid W~te ManagemeotinNwJersq (1987) are impressive
monographs that thoroughly emmine the issues for which
@unties are most hard-pressed in terms of service need.

The New Jersey studies are mmples of state ACIR
research at its best. Followirrg the theme of an early report,
Creative kalism: A Pro~ctus (1%8), the commission
systematically and comprehensively studied patterns of
planning, financing, and perfomring governmental func-
tions, with the aim of developing more effective ap-
proaches for municipalities and cuunties. These reports
offer suggestions for statuto~ amendments and changes in
administrative practices and policies. Each monogrnph is a
well documented review of the problems within a
particular policy area from both a national and a New
Jersey perspective, backed by suund data analysia.

Structural Studies

The New Jersey cummiasion’s functional studies
dovetail with its series of structural studies dealing with
cuunty government, joint services, consolidation, and
municipal government forms. Similarly, the New York
Legislative Commission on State-m Relations @SLR)
contracted with the Albany Law Schml of Union Universi-
ty to produce a 3S0-page monogrsph, New York k State-Lo-
caf Service Delive~ System-Legal Framework and Sewices
Provided (1987).

Planning for the Future
The South Carolina ACIR (SCACIR) alau has

pruduced several county related publications. tial
Inte~ovcrnmental Cooperation— The State of the Art in South
Cmo[ina (1987) reports findings from a maif survey of
municipalities and counties. It offers g~ baseline
infonnat ion for state agencies in their efforts to promote
cmJper’stive ventures among local governments. (Ohio’s
SLGC did a similar study isr 1988, Cooperatiw Wtiurcs;
Strat~ for the Future.) SCACIR published lnter’gowmmen-
talInnovation in South Carolina, a review of practices across
the state, which includes an ~mination of Beauforr
County’s administrative reorganimtion prucesy its char-



tering and directing of agencies, boards, and commissions
and a targeted community outreach program. The report
also reviews a “roving” public administrator program for
five rural towns in three munties in a region of the state
that has increased service demands and only part-time
elected officials. The report also discusses the state’s
infrastructure planning project.

Roles rmd Relationships: South Carolina Government in
the Year 2000 (1987) sets forth demographic and economic
projections for various indicators. The data are tied to
Iong-tetm issues and trends. The re~rt looks at the agirrg
population, changes in labor force composition, a new
business climate for industrial growth, metropolitan area
growth, infrastmcture needs, the effects of fiscal shifts
produced by the “new federalism,” alternatives for
government service prov~lon, and environmental issues.
Atso included are recommendations for state, city, and
county government action.

The South Carolina ACIR has published several
follow-up repofis that deal with the changes outlined in
the earlier study. Planning for South Carolina’s Future
(1989), foresample, callsfora more cohesive, coordinated,
and extensive planning process for the state, regional, and
lM1 governments. Local Government Comolidation in
South Carolina: Promise Unfulfilled (19SS) is a literature
review of mnsolidetion effo~ in the state end a review of
how to enact mnanti&tions. In effd, SCACfR’s research
agenda offers Plicy leaders a method for derdiig with grmvth
and development.

Cnnchrsiun

Several state ACIRS have developed a research niche.
This review demonstrates how munty governments in
some states are served by that research. Other dncuments
not mentioned in th~ review have been produced that
relate to counties. White no attempt is made in this review
to be mmprehensive, the publications mentioned are
representative of those available.

Beverfy Cigler isprofessor of Public Policy andAd-
mini.riration at Penn State Harrisburg. ‘f’hk article wos
madepossible inpati by a grantfiom the Center for Ru-
ral Pen~lvania, a Legislative Agency of the Penn.tyl-
vania General Assembly.
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1Fnr overview of the roles, responsibilities, and capabilities nf
state ACIRS, see Deborah D. Rnberta, “Carving Out Their
Niche State Adviwv Cnmmissiona on Intergn%mmental
Relations, Pub/it Administmrion REview49 @nvember/De@m-
&r 1989> 57b-5SO;and Andree E. Rccvcs, “State ACIRS
Elements nf Sum,” Interguvemmentaf Perspective 17(Summer
lW1) 1213. See alsn U.S. Adrisory Commiwinn on Intergov-
ernmental Relatinns (ACIR), State-Local R?latiom OJSIMizu-
tiom: The ACIR CounteTtis (Washington, DC, lM) and
Dimc(oy of State-Lmd Relaticms O%wizatiom: The ACIR
Counfeptis (Washington, DC, 19!M) for the names and
background information nn each state ACIR.

2See “Cnunties.” Intemvemmentd Pemclive 17(Winter 1991)
entire imue. “

3See also ACIR, LomJ Revenue Divemification: Rund Economia
~ashingtnn, DC, 19SU).

Significant Features
of Fiscai Federalism
1992 Edition Volume I

Budget Processes
and Tax Systems

In the 1992 Edition

Federal and State Budget Proceaaes

Expanded Federal Tax Section

Property Tex Ratea

Property Tex Relief Programa

Property Claaaifieetions

Sales Tax Exemptlona on Servlcea

Corporate IncomeApportionment

Significant Feetures of Fiscel Federeliam,
1992 Edition, Volume 1,is ACIR’a convenient
source of up-to-date comparative data on fed-
eral, atate, and local taxes and budget pro-
cesses.

Significant Featurea of Fiscal Federalism is
for policymakers, fiscal analysts, and other
pubiicflnance pratiltioners, educators, and all
citizens interested in the government finance
system.

significant Featurea of fiscal Federalism in-
cludesfederalindwidualincometax ratea; atate
and local indtidual inmme tax ratea updated
through November 1S91; detailed information
on standardand itemized deductions,exemp-
tions,and sxclueionato inmme for federaland
state inmme taxes; tax rate and base informa-
tionon socialsecurityend unemploymentinsur-
ance; general aeles tax rates and exemptions;
federal and state tax rates for cigarettes,elco-
holicbaveragea,andgasoline averageeffdve
prope~~ ratesforeach state atateseverance
taxes; estate, inheritance,and gift taxes state
and local propew transfertaxes; and automo-
bilefees and taxes.

M-1 SO 1992 $20

(see page 42 for order form)
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Publications of the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
(not advertised elsewhere in this publication)

Interjurisdictional W and Policy Competition: Good or Bad for the Federal System?, M-177, lW1, 80 pp. $10.00
Stste-bcal Relations Organimtionx The ACIR Counterparts, A-117,72 pp. $10.00
The Structure of Stste Aid to Eleme”taV and Secondary Education, M-175, 191,72 pp. $10.00
Representative Expenditures: Addressing the Neglectsd Dtmension of Fiscal Capacity, M-174, 1991,132pp. $20.00
Intergovemment81 Regulation of Telecommunications, A-115, 1990,48pp. $10
Stste and heal Initiatives on Productivity, TechnoloU, and innovation:

Enhancing a National Resource for International Competiti”e”ess, A-114, lW, 174pp. $25.00
Mandates: Cases in State-heal Relations, M-173, lM, @ pp. $1OSS3
Stste Constitutional f.aw: Cases and Materials with 1990-91Supplement, M-159S,1~, 528pp. $30.00

Supplement Only, M-172, lM, 56 pp. $7.CQ
A Catalog of Federal Grant-in-Aid Programs to Stste and Local Governments: Grants Funded FY 1989, M-167,19S9,40pp. $10.CU
Stste Constitutions in the Federsl System: Selected Issues and Opportunities for State Initiatives, A-113, 1989,1X pp. $15.oil
Residential Community Associations: Questions and Answers for Public OfRcials, M-166,19S9,40pp. $5.00
Residential Community Association Private Governments in the Intergovernmental System? A-112, 19S9, 128pp. $10.00
Disability R,gbts Mandates: Federal and State Compliance with Employment Protections

and Architectural Barrier Removal, A-ill, 1989, 136 pp. $10.00
Hearings on Constitutional Reform of Federalism: Statements by State and Lacal

Government Association Representatives, M-164, 1989,60pp.
Assisting tbe Homeless: State and bcal Responses in an Era of Limited Resources, M-161, 1988, la pp.

$5.oil
$10.00

Devolution of Federal Aid Highway Programs: Cases in State-Local Relations and Issues in State hw, M-160,19=, 60 pp. $5.00
Metropolitan Organization: The St. Louis Case, M-158, 19W,176pp. $10.00

ACIR PUBLICATION
AND DISKETTE ORDER FORM

Mark your selections on this form and return
W2TH CHECK OR MONEY ORDER to

ACIRPublimtions 8WKStreet, NW, South Butidtig, Suite 450, Washington, DC 20575

&L ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID

Report Quantity Price Amount Report Quantity Price Amount

M-181 $10 A-118
M-lM

$15
A-117 $10 —

M-179 ;: — A-115
M-178

$10 —
$15 A-114

M-177 $10
$25

A-113
M-175 $10

$15
A-112

M-174
$10

$20 — A-ill $10
M-173 $10 SR-11
M-172

$10 —
SR-9

M-167 $E — S-20 $$ —
M-166 $5
M-164
M-161 $;: — State.heal Finance Disksttex
M-160 S&L Set $295
M-159S $: — 83-89
M-158 $10 S&L 89 $110

$5 — S&L 88 $75 —
RTS & RRS Diskette: S&L 87 $50
1988 $20 State 83-M $25each _

Total Enclosed

Name
(please t~e or print)
OrgantitiOn/Company

Address

City, State, Zip
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Governing
Diversity:

The
International

Experience

Bruce D. McDowell

T he world around us is explodlrtg with a rec-
ognition of tremendous diversities among peo-
ples and their aspirations. This upsurge is being
expressed in political movements leading to the
restructuring of governments all around the
globe. As these changes occur, many nations are
looting to the United States as the preeminent
model of a government that accommodates great
diversity within a stable structure.

The prr~oses of this ar’title are to (1) review some of the
major shifts in governmental authority that are taking
place throughout the world, (2) set the shtits in the context
of the traditional forms of government, (3) note some prac-
tical problems of governance with which all governments
must wrestle, (4) asses where the present trends in restruc-
turing governments may be taking us, and (5) mine how
useful the American ~erience can be to other nations.

Governmental Reforms
Two major ~es of governmental reforms seem to be

taking place at once: decentralization of authority within
nations and the creation of associations among nations to
facilitate trade and mmmerce and to satisfy other needs.
Both types of reforms open up new opportunities for
accommodating diversity.

Deeerrtralizatiun Examples. In 198S, the AdvisoT
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) co-
sponsored a two-day conference with The International
Council of Scientific Unions, the journal of Government
and Policy, the London Schml of Emnomics, and the Cen-
ter for Urban and Regional Studies at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University. The conference was de-
signed to -mine decentraltition experiences in a num-
ber of muntries, including the United States, the United
Kingdom, France, Gerrrrany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and
New Zealand. In each of these countries, there were exam-
ples of governmental powers or responsibtiities being de-
centralized to regional (provincial or state) or lu1 govern-
ments, and in snme cases into the private sector and public
enterprises. In briefi

■

9

■

■

■

The U.S. experience over the 1980s showed
considerable reduction in federal responsibilities
for a number of domestic functions of gover-
nment, leaving them to be picked up, at least in
part, by the states or local governments, and
putting pressure onto revise state and Incal trees.

The U.K. examples examined efforts to increase
economic development activities by Iwl gover-
nments, decentralize the ownership of public
housing units, and provide a more self-sufficient
tax base for the local governments.

The French cases examined experiences with local
government reforms in the 1980s that established
direct election of local government gave these
governments taxing powers and decentralization
grants; reinvigorated democratic pnlitics, expan-
ded lncal influence in regional economic develop-
ment decentralized certain functions, such as
high school construction and maintenance, to
regional units; and reduced the central gover-
nment’srole accordingly.

The Geman paper assessed the effects on the
economic development of regions caused by fiscal
transfers made by the central government for
equity purposes.

The Italian paper examined the mismatch be-
tween autonomous local and regional decision-
making and the central financing mechanisms
used to pay the bills.
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■

■

■

The Spanish cases concentrated on the mismatch
between efforts to decentralize political authority
and the retention of a highly centralized system of
public finance and redistribution of revenues.

The paper on Portugal dealt with the issue of too
little fiscal autonomy for lE1 governments.

The New Zealand paper examined a process irr
which the central government, in consultation
with Iml governments, was attemptirrg to reform
lBI and regional governmental boundaries by
promising enhanced powers (decentralization)
once these reforms were achieved.

Since the 1988 conference, many other instances of
decentralization have occurred. For example

A new constitution is being written in South
Africa to establish demmratic governments for all
people. A major feature of the new system is to be
a series of regional governments designed to
minimize the number of different language
groups tithin each region, and to proyide the basis
for equalizing public service ~enditures.

The eastern block of Europe has broken apart,
and some of the nations appear to be further
subdividing by secession or civil war into still
smaller nations based on ethnic factors,

The USSR has broken apart into 15 irrdependent
nations.

Former eastern block nations such as Poland and
Hungary have elected new democratic local gover-
nmentsfor the fmt time in W years and given them
significant authority mrd responsibilities.

Nepal recently established democratically elected
lB1 governments and is presently det~rmining
the scope of their authority.

AR of these nations, and many others, have sent dele-
gations of officials to the United States to study and ob-
serye American state and local governments. Many of
these delegations meet with the ACIR staff to get an over-
Yiewof the American federal system and intergovernme-
ntalarrangements before going on to visit individual states
and localities. The ACIR briefirrgs stress the diversity that
the delegations are likely to observe because of the differ-
ences among the Sllstate constitutions and the re~nsibil.
ity of the states to protide for the establishment of local
governments and to set the ground rules under which they
operate. me proffle we present of over S3,~ overlapping
lccal governments irr the United Stata, each with its own
revenue-raising and policymaking authority debs a great-
er diversity of governments tbarr most of these yi.sitorshad
fig~ed mible. For some, it is incomprehensible. For oth.
em it opns new psbitities.

Countervailing Centralization. At the same time that
nationally imposed solutions to local problems are beirrg
recognized as barriem to sensible situational policymaking
and to satisfyirrg local needs in culturally sensitive ways, na-
tional boundaries also are beirrg recognized as barriers to

free trade, the free movement of workers, and the satisfac-
tion of individual and business needs. Perhaps the fore.
most example of this realtition is the strong movement
toward an economically unified Europe. This realism also
dictates that national security goals and healthy national
economies be achieved internationally. So, as nations seek
to decentralize some of their functions to regional and Io-
cal governments, they simultaneously are seekirrg to asso-
ciate themselves with multirrational erorms.

■

■

■

-.
Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia, recently
released from the eastern block, want to join the
European Community.

Most of the newly independent nations that broke
away from the USSR have joined the Common-
wealth of Independent States.
The United States, having develo~ed a free trade
agreement with Canada, -is working on a similar
agreement with Mexico, causing speculation that
a North American Community similar to the
European Community may be in the making.

Admittedly, these are relatively limited arrange-
ments—not new nations. ~eir existence, however, dem.
onstrates a pragmatism about governmental institutions
that appears necesmry to meet the rapidly changing needs
of modern demmratic societies where the needs of the
people, not just the needs of governments, have to be met.

~aditional Forms of Government
For many centuries, the nation (or “the State”) has

been the basic unit of government throughout the world.
The nation, in this sense, is sovereign, Its power, whether
exercised by a king, a dictator, ora demmratic government,
is the final authority, mere is none higher, except by
aPPeal tO moral authority or superior force.

Most national governments have been and still are
unitary. That is, there is a single source of authority in the
nation, If there is a constitutional basis for the gover-
nment, there is a sirrgle institution. Subordinate units of
government in a unitary nation are just that—subordinate.
Provincial and lucal officials often are appointed by the
central government, and they are re~nsible duectly to the
centrsl government rather than to their own popuhtions.
When a unitmy government decentralizes, it makes the rules,
and it can mtiify those rules any time it pleases.

Federal governments, like the United States, by
contrast, are relatively new in historical terms, having been
around for only about 2~ years. Their distirrctive charac-
teristic is that they consist of multiple cources of governing
authority—that is, multiple constitutions. The compnnent
governments—the states in the United States–have their
own realms of authority and sources of revenue under
their own constitutions. ~eir leaders are separately
elected by their own citizens, and are answerable to their
citizens rather than to the central government. Thus,
federal governments are not so much decentralized as they
are constructed of independent components.

ARhough there are regulatoq and financial relation-
ships ktween tbe governments in a federal mtion that may
blur their re~ective role$ the component governments have
legal standirrg to challenge the national govermrrent when it
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overstep the line between mrratitrrtionaJly establkhed
national authority arrd that reserved to the states.

In short, the purpose of a federal nation is to preserve
as much diversity, freedom, and autonomy as possible,
consistent with demonstrated needs for national mnformi-
ty and action. Aa a result, the states of the United States
frequently are referred to as “laboratories” of democracy.

Nevertheless, the national government irr a federal
nation has real power, supreme withirr its own sphere of
activity and backed up with independent financing so that it
does not rely on its compnent governments for its srrtival
or effectiveness. The United States tried a weaker form of
nonfederal government for a few years before the present
constitution was written and found that the national
government could not be effective.

Key Issues in Sharing Power
In orderto sharepowerwithina nation,four key tasks

need to be accomplished. These tasks arc

■ Establishing or recognizing the participatirrg
component governments and their boundaries;

■ Allocating responsibilities among the component
governments;

■ Aligning financial arrangements appropriate to
the service responsibilities of governments and
the need for equity among taxpayers; and

■ Attendirrg to the intergovernmental relationships
necessa~ to enable the Comprrent governments
to work together.

llre papers prewnted at the 19t?8conference on decen-
tralization addrew each of these tasks to wme extent. Their
emphasis, however, is on allocating reapmrsibiiities mrd ali~-
ing finances. The ftil pmceedirrga of the corrferencc hve
been published elsewhere, arrd are well worth rmdirrg.’

It becomes apparent irr reading these papera that each
country is at a different stage of decentralization and is
givirrggreater attention to some of the tasks than to others.
These tasks are difficult to firriah because the needs keep
changing, demanding fmther readjustments. Balancing
boundaries, responsibdities, finances, and irrtergovem-
menral relationships is a dyrramic process that will occupy
governments for many years to come.

A Clear Wrsd

In a perceptive introduction to the conference
proceedings, Robert J. Bennett presents a framework for
looking at the reforms set forth irr the conference papera.
This framework has two dimensions (1) a continuum of
governmental power ranging from total centralization to
total localization, and (2) a contirruumof resource
allocationresponsibilitiesrangingfromtotallygovernme-
ntalto totallydependent on privatemarkets.Witha simple
graphicrepresentation,he showsthat these nationsanda
few others with which he was familiarare all tending to
move toward the center of the two ranges. That is, no
matterwhich end of the continuum they start from, they
are rejecting the extremes of total domination by gover-
nments or private markets, and tbe extremes of total
centraltition or decentralization irr government.

(continued on page 47)

1988
State Fiscal

Capacity and Effort
ACIR developed the Representative ‘l?ixSys-

tem (RTS) and the Representative Revenue Sys-
tem i.RRS) to improve on available measures of
state f-l capacity and effort. These measures
show state and local government capacity to collect
tax as well aa rrontax revenue. With 1988 Sfare
Rscrd Capacity rmd Effort, ACIR–irs conjunction
with Price Waterhouse —wntirmes its tradition of
providing irrformation on the relative economic
well-being and f@ performance of the states.

o Why use the ~ and RRS?

They measure governments’ poterrtiof ab~lties
to raise revenues relative to a national
average

They are crrrnprehew”rw, measurirrg tax and
nontax amrrces

‘flreyare theordy indicators that measure fiscal
capacity on a revenue-by-revenue basis

They capture states’ opportunities for tm
uportation by estirnatirrg actual tax and
nontax revenue bases and applying aver-
age tax rates

o 1988 State Fiscal Capacity and Effort–

Contairrs tables and graphs on ~S and RRS
bases, arranged both by revenue base and
by state

Discusses recent changes in states’ fiscal
capacities

Compares ~ and RRS with other capacity
measures

Provides details on the methodology

Includes hstorical data

M-l 70 1990 $20

1988

RTS and RRS Disk
The dfik contairrs the set of text and revenue

bases used frrtheboo~ along tith programs @tus
1-2-3) crating ~ and RRS spreadsheets. Ac-
companying lamentation explains the contents,
options, and mmmands. ‘fire disk is irrtended to be
used with the bok.

1990 $20

(a.%page42fororderform)
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~ooks, etu

Ecnrromic Development

ACHIEmNOECONOMICD~~PM6NT Suc-
CESSTA tti Work Intemstionsl City/
County Marrsgement Aaseciation, 777
N. Capitol Street, NE, Suite ~, Wsah-
ington, DC ~24201, 1991. 1% pp. $32
($4.30~andliig). Item No. m.

In a time of decliniog revenues and
intergovernmental aid, some Iucal gov-
ernments trsve auueded in bringing
new joha rmd investments to their
immunities. Based on survey responses
from 122 lucsl govermrrent~ ICMA
mmined how they aaaeased their a-
anomie situstion and develo~ stmte.
gies. The repmt mvem enhancement of
revenue sources, businew attraction and
retention (including smaU mrd minority
businews~ downtom development, in-
dustrial dwelopment, the aetice sector,
and neigbhrhnnda. Csae studies de-
scribe lsnd uw dtilons, fmcing,
marketing, and assexment projects.

Federalism

Bmo.u~,~o u~~~~F~DERAL[SM:Contempo-
rary New York. Bv Sarah F. Liebschutz.
St~te Universit~ of New York Press,
State University Plara, Albany, NY
12246, 191. xiii, 237 pp. $49.50 (hard-
cover). $16.95 (paper).

Federal-state intergovernmental
relations are dynamic, characterized by
interactions between mutually depen-
dent govemments—wexisting bar-
gainers. The purpose of this buok is to
essmine bargaining in the federal
system from the perspective of a single
state, New York. Case studies are
presented that poctraythe state as both
an influencer of and a reactor to
federal policies in the 1970s and 1980s.
Cases of inftrrence include efforts to
secure loan guarantees for New York
City in 1975 and 1978, and to retain
state and local tax deductions in tbe T~
Reform Act of 1986. Cases of reaction
involve New York’s responses to the
Reugmr budget cuts of 1981 and to the
siting of a Supercorrdueting Supemllid-
er near Rochester. Each case cxsmirres
the stakes for the atste, its pnsition in
terms of fedemt ~nding, channels of
formal and informal inftuence and com-

-ns with other states tbe eff~ of
fdersl lsw snd re@tions on the state,
how the state mrr resist a‘~ bargain,”
and how the federsl government can
induce mmplimrce.

Finance

TIIECHANOINOFACEOFFtscti FEDEMUSM
Edited by Thomas R, Swartz and John
E. Peck. ME. Sharpe, Inc., 80 Business
Park Drive, Annonk, NY 10504, lM.
x, 181pp. $39.95 (cloth). $16.95 (paper).

How we share responsibility for
basic governmental functions between
federal, state, and local governments
has changed dramatically in the last ten
yeara. What caused this change? How
have federal, state, and Iucal pnlicies
changed? What is likely to happen in
tbe future? Who are the wiuners and
losers in this new system of gover-
nment finance? These are anme of the
questions mnsidered by sis gover-
nment finance scholars in this buuk.
They have placed the issues in histori-
cal cnntmt, examined political and
philosophical foundations, analyzed
the adjustment prucess in detail, and
looked into the future. Following an
overview by Swartz and Peck are
chapters on the history of deregulation
by John Shannon, federalism and ur-
ban pnlicyby Richard Child Hill, trends
and interstate variations in federalism
by Roy W. Bahl, state finances by
Steven D. Gold, big city finances by
Helen F. Ladd, and economics and
reform by Edward M. Gramlich.

Lx- GOVERNMENTF]NNCW INFUWA-
TiONHAND-K. Florida Advisory Coun-
cil on Intergovernmental Relations,
House Office Building, ‘Rillahassee,
FL 32399-1300, 1991.213 pp.

The bandbook is a budgedng and
planning reference on several revenue
aorrrces shared by the state with munic-
ipalities and counties. It includes con-
stitutional officer mlarie$ ~pubtion
estimates and projections and inflation
indexes. Wch chapter mntains a h~tory
of Iegsl protiion$ adminiirative pmw-
dures; and an explamtion of revenue
authotition, eligibility requirements,
and limitations on revenue use. There

h sre estinrstes for 1991-92for major
revenue anrrrces mrd progrsms, rmd an
outtine of titeris for evshrsting state
shared revenue progrsms.

REmKI ON mB COMPAMTIVEREVENUE
CAPACITY,REVENUEEmw, AND Fxscti
STRESSOFVrRG!NINSCOUNTIESMD CIT,B
1988/89.Viiginis bl Government Com-
mission, 8tb Street Office Building, 7th
Flwr, Richmond, VA 23219, 1591. lM
PP. Mirrreo.

This report is the third in a series
of analyses of the cumparstive fisral
condition of Virginia’s cities and mrrn-
ties. me mmmission uses ACIR’S
Representative ~ System (RTS)
methodology, isolating six bases in.
tended to measure, directly or irrdirect-
ly, aspects of private-sector resources
that local governments can tap. On
average, in 1988-89, counties had
greater revenue raising potential than
cities ($760.07 and $738.68 per capita),
Local fiscal capacity varied markedly
by region, tith the highest irrNorthern
Viiginia, followed by the Northern
Valley, Northern Piedmont, Southside,
Southern Piedmont-Valley Industrial
Zone, and Southwest. The typical loral
fiscal capacity in Northern Vuginia was
at least 1.5 times stronger than in eve~
other region. Revenue capacity also
varied awordirrg to size of jurisdiction.

FEDERALDOMESTICO.TIAYS1983-190A
Data Book. By Kenneth N. Bickers and
Robert M. Stein. M. E. Sharpe, Inc., 80
Business Park Drive, Acmonk, NY
10W4, 1991.308 pp. $45.

Questions of fairness and equity
are always at the heart of discussions
shut the distribution of public bene-
fits and burdens. The stakes are partic-
ularly high “h times of fiscal retrench-
ment, when competition intensifies
and increased benefits for some jurisd-
ictions come at the expense of others.
Under these conditions, data about the
distribution of federal doOars bemmes
essential. This volume attempts to
provide such information for the 435
congressional districts, the states, and
the major regions of the United States
for fiscal years 1983-1990. The data
are based on the Federal Assistance
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Awards Data System (FAADS). The
authors give an overview of the hxto~ of
reporting federal domestic outlays,
“which roughly parallels, but lags be-
bind, changes in national domestic
~li~,” and which makes t~g to do
historical studies nearly impossible. me
book cmrtains historical graphs for
each recipient catego~, separate
tables for each year for each categoty
by congressional district, graphs for
functional policy categories by region,
and functional outlays by congressional
district. The appendixes list tbe pro-
grams included in each recipient cate-
gory and each function, and the states
included in each region.

hl Cnvemmerrt

A COMPREHENSIVEREV]BWOFLOCALGov-
ernment SEW]CE DELNEW IN FLORIDA
Sewice Scope, Intenrity, & Domime,
Florida AdviaoIY Council on Intergov-
ernmental Relations, House OffIce
Building, ~Oahaasee, FL 32399-lW,
191.103 pp.

This report presenta a mmprehen-
sive mmination of sefice delivery
respmrsibiities between arrd among
Florida’s counties, municipalities, and
special dktcicts. After a diacuxion of
poliq forums dealing with local service
delivety and an overview of other re-
search, the report is divided into two
phases. Phase 1 has four sections, three
of which analyze the scope of setvices
and the level of financing, with eompari-
wns between 19S3 and 19W, for each
type of local government. Tbe fouflh
section compares the ~s of gover-
nment.Phaae 11contains five sections and
attempts to mmpite a statewide perspec-
tive on the interrelationship of service
pmtilon by comparing the ~rcentages
of total statewide ~enditures for each
me of Iucal government.

Regional GOvemanw

SU=TATRREGIONALGOVernanCeEvolu-
tion and Mani~estatiom throughout t6e
United States & Fforida. Florida Adti-
mry Councit on Irrtergovemmental Re-
lations, HmJae Office Buitding, ~Oahas-
see, FL 32399-1~, 1991. tiv, 312 pp.

This study, begun in lW, stemmed
from the Council’s mmination of irrter-
govemmental ordination in local plan-
ning and its research on special dMricts
and local service delivety (see tive).
Regional governance experiments have
been undertaken in mmry states dm’ing
the last 15 yearn as 1~1 governments

face growth management and aecvice
delivety issues with dtidling tas reve-
nues. The scope of the repmt k broad,
including federal, state, and local in-
fluences on regional governance. The
repnti also contains sections on gener-
al observations about substate regional
governance, structural arrangements,
Florida’s regional experience, and re-
gional governance in other states (Cali-
fornia, New York, South Carolina, and
Ikxas).

Regulation

kER DIVESTITUREThe Political Econo-
my of State Telecommunications Regula -
~ion. By Paul E. Teske. State University
of New York Press, State University
Plaza, Afbany, NY 12246, lM. W, 162
PP. $49.40 (hardcover), $16.95 (paper).

Many =holars have analyzed feder-
al telecommunications policy decisions
in the 19S05.Few have tried to explain
choices made by state regulators-those
ClOSer to the mnsumers-faced with
dereguladng telecommunications aer-
tices after the AT&T divestiture. Al-
though the divestiture partially rewlved
some national public policy kues that
had been debated for 25yeara, it created
several new policy problems for all W
state regrdatory agencies. How should
states price mrd who should be atlowed
to provide intmstate telecommunica-
tions? Which sefices ahnuld k deregu-
lated? Wske analyzes state regulatory
dec~lonmaking, taking a political ecmro-
my approach that qlains how interest
groups and institutional factors have
shaped different ~licies mrd regrdatoty
institutions, which have important ef-
fects on pricing and cnmptition. The
tik mmbmes empirical analysis tith
eight case studies and mmines the
impact of changes in price structures
on small businesses, residential CUS.
tomera, rural residents, and other
users of telecommunications services.
State policy recommendations are also
included.

State Government

SUWE,TEDSTAT,L.G,su,tON 1992.Coun-
cil of State Governments, F! O. Box
11910, Lexington, ~ 40578-1910,
1991. M, 176 pp. $30.

In this 51st annual compilation of
draft legislation, the Council has in-
cluded a section on mandates to pro-
vide an overview of federal provisions
requiring state legislative or regulato~
action andlor additional expenditures,

as well as mandates preempting state
policies. The note covers 1989-90, and
includes provisions of the Omnibus
Budget and Reconciliation Act (Medic-
aid, Medicare, Social Security, child
care, and coastal zone management);
the Clean Air Act (motor vehicle
inspectionlmaintenance, solid waste
incinerator emissions, and permit pro-
grams] the Americans with Disabilities
ACG tbe Crime Control ACC and other
legislation dealing with vocational edu-
cation, student right to know and
campus security, dmg free schools and
communities, hazardous materials
transpmtation, driver’s license revoca-
tion, nutrition labeling, cash manage-
ment, and federal financial institu-
tions. The Council plans to include
such information sections in future
editions of this book.

Governing Diversity
(continued~m page 45)

Relevance of the
kmericmr Experience

In Bennett’s analysia, the United
States shows up in the middle of the
range between centralization and de-
centralization of government, but far-
ther toward private markets and away
from reliance on government than any
Ofthe other nations. Thus, when other
nations Iwk to the United States as a
model for reforming their own gover-
nments,we need to be conscious of their
starting pnint. Many of the conditions
that the United States takes for
granted may not be within reach of oth-
er nations in the near tenu. The United
States and other nations all cmr benefit
from compamtive studies such as those
presented in Bennett’s tik. Wch na-
tion needs to fmd its on comfort zone
within Bennett’s framework in due
musae. We should not ~ect eveV
comrtsy to mtilc the United States.

The message of this decentrali’ra-
tion conference is that the U.S. states
are not the only laboratories of democ-
racy. mere are many others that we
can learn from if we look beyond our
own national borders.

Bmce D. McDowe[l is director of
Government Poliq Research al
ACIR.

Not~
1Robert J. Rennett, ed., Decentmlization,
Local Governments, and Mdets: Towards
a Fbst WelfarrAgsnda (New York Oxford
University Press, lW).
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